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GENERALIZED FIBRE SUMS OF 4-MANIFOLDS AND THE
CANONICAL CLASS
M. J. D. HAMILTON
ABSTRACT. In this paper we determine the integral homology and cohomol-
ogy groups of a closed 4-manifold X obtained as the generalized fibre sum of
two closed 4-manifolds M and N along embedded surfaces of genus g and self-
intersection zero. If the homologies of the 4-manifolds are torsion free and the
surfaces represent indivisible homology classes, we derive a formula for the in-
tersection form of X . If in addition the 4-manifolds M and N are symplectic
and the surfaces symplectically embedded we derive a formula for the canonical
class of the symplectic fibre sum.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are interested in the generalized fibre sum of closed oriented
4-manifolds M and N along closed embedded oriented surfaces ΣM and ΣN of
genus g. We always assume that both surfaces represent non-torsion homology
classes and have self-intersection zero, i.e. their normal bundles are trivial, and
choose embeddings
iM : Σ→M
iN : Σ→ N
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that realize the surfaces as images of a fixed closed surface Σ of genus g. The
generalized fibre sum X = X(φ) =M#ΣM=ΣNN is defined as
X(φ) =M ′ ∪φ N ′
where M ′ and N ′ denote the manifolds with boundary Σ×S1 obtained by deleting
the interior of tubular neighbourhoods Σ ×D2 of the surfaces in M and N and φ
is an orientation reversing diffeomorphism φ : ∂M ′ → ∂N ′ that preserves the S1
fibration and covers the diffeomorphism iN ◦ i−1M between the surfaces.
The generalized fibre sum, also called Gompf sum, is one of the most important
techniques in constructing new 4-manifolds. It is therefore desirable to understand
the basic topological invariants of a generalized fibre sum in the general situation,
without having to do the calculations in each example anew. Specifically, we want
to calculate the integral homology and cohomology groups and the intersection
form of the 4-manifold X obtained as a generalized fibre sum of M and N as
above. To do so, we will first calculate in Section 3 the homology and cohomology
of the complement M ′ = M \ int νΣM and determine the mapping induced by
the gluing diffeomorphism φ on the homology of the boundaries ∂M ′ and ∂N ′
in Section 2.2. The homology and cohomology groups of X are then derived by
Mayer-Vietoris arguments from the corresponding groups of M ′ and N ′.
For example, having calculated the first cohomology H1(X), we can determine
the Betti numbers of X: Let d denote the dimension of the kernel of the linear map
of R-vector spaces
iM ⊕ iN : H1(Σ;R) −→ H1(M ;R)⊕H1(N ;R),
induced by the embeddings. Then we have:
Corollary 1.1. The Betti numbers of a generalized fibre sum X = M#ΣM=ΣNN
along surfaces ΣM and ΣN of genus g and self-intersection zero are given by
b0(X) = b4(X) = 1
b1(X) = b3(X) = b1(M) + b1(N)− 2g + d
b2(X) = b2(M) + b2(N)− 2 + 2d
b+2 (X) = b
+
2 (M) + b
+
2 (N)− 1 + d
b−2 (X) = b
−
2 (M) + b
−
2 (N)− 1 + d.
We then derive formulae for the groups H1(X) and H2(X) with integer coef-
ficients, see Theorems 4.6 and 5.13. Similar formulae for the second cohomology
can be found in several places in the literature, in particular in some special cases,
for example [3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12]. They are probably known to the experts, but we
could not find a reference for them in the general case. Understanding the coho-
mology is also a necessary prerequisite for the formula of the canonical class that
we prove in the second part of this paper.
In Section 6 we derive a formula for the intersection form of X in the case that
the cohomologies of M , N and X are torsion free and the surfaces ΣM and ΣN
represent indivisible classes. Let BM be a surface in M such that BMΣM = 1 and
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let P (M) denote the orthogonal complement to the subgroup ZBM ⊕ZΣM in the
second cohomology of M . We then get a splitting
H2(M) = P (M)⊕ ZBM ⊕ ZΣM .
An analogous splitting exists for H2(N). We want to derive such a splitting for
H2(X) together with a formula for the intersection form. First, a choice of framing
for the surface ΣM , i.e. a trivialization of the normal bundle, determines a push-
off ΣM of the surface into the boundary ∂M ′ and this surface determines under
inclusion a surface ΣX in X. A similar surface Σ′X is determined by a framing
for ΣN . Depending on the homology of X and the gluing diffeomorphism, the
surfaces ΣX and Σ′X do not necessarily define the same homology class in X. The
surfaces BM and BN minus a disk sew together to define a surface BX in X with
intersection number BXΣX = 1. We then have:
Theorem 1.2. Let X = M#ΣM=ΣNN be a generalized fibre sum of closed ori-
ented 4-manifolds M and N along embedded surfaces ΣM ,ΣN of genus g and
self-intersection zero which represent indivisible homology classes. Suppose that
the cohomology of M , N and X is torsion free. Then there exists a splitting
H2(X;Z) = P (M)⊕ P (N)⊕ (S′(X) ⊕R(X))⊕ (ZBX ⊕ ZΣX),
where
(S′(X) ⊕R(X)) = (ZS1 ⊕ ZR1)⊕ . . .⊕ (ZSd ⊕ ZRd).
The direct sums are all orthogonal, except the direct sums inside the brackets. In
this decomposition of H2(X;Z), the restriction of the intersection form QX to
P (M) and P (N) is equal to the intersection form induced from M and N and has
the structure (
B2M +B
2
N 1
1 0
)
on ZBX ⊕ ZΣX and the structure(
S2i 1
1 0
)
on each summand ZSi ⊕ ZRi.
In this formula the classes in S′(X) are so-called vanishing classes, sewed to-
gether from surfaces in M ′ and N ′ which bound curves on the boundaries ∂M ′
and ∂N ′ that get identified under the gluing diffeomorphism φ. The group R(X)
is the group of rim tori in X and the integer d is the dimension of the kernel of the
map iM ⊕ iN above. The formula for the intersection form is similar to a formula
for the simply-connected elliptic surfaces E(n), which can be found, for example,
in [12]. A natural question is how canonical this type of basis is. We will see
that the choice of a basis for the rim tori in one fibre sum determines such a basis
canonically in all fibre sums as the gluing diffeomorphism changes. In addition
the basis for the rim tori determines the basis for the vanishing surfaces up to rim
tori summands. The surfaces ΣX and Σ′X depend on the choice of framings and
differ by a rim torus RC that depends on the gluing diffeomorphism. The rim tori
themselves are independent of the choice of framing.
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Given the decomposition ofH2(M) as a direct sum above, we get an embedding
of H2(M) into H2(X) by mapping BM to BX , ΣM to ΣX and taking the identity
on P (M). This embedding does not in general preserve the intersection form,
since B2X = B2M +B2N . There exists a similar embedding for H2(N) into H2(X),
mapping BN to BX and ΣN to Σ′X . Heuristically, we can think of H2(X) as being
formed by joining H2(M) and H2(N) along their ”nuclei” ZBM ⊕ ZΣM and
ZBN ⊕ZΣN , which form the new nucleus ZBX ⊕ZΣX of X by sewing together
BM and BN to the surface BX . There are additional summands coming from the
vanishing classes and rim tori groups that do not exist in the closed manifolds M
and N separately.
Finally, we consider the symplectic case: Suppose that M and N are symplectic
manifolds and ΣM and ΣN symplectically embedded surfaces of genus g. Then
the generalized fibre sum X admits a symplectic form. In Section 7 we derive a
formula for the canonical class of X, which is minus the first Chern class of a com-
patible almost complex structure, under the same assumptions as in the theorem on
the intersection form of X. In general, the canonical class has non-zero pairing
with the vanishing surfaces, hence there is a rim tori contribution to the canonical
class. The formula describes how the canonical class changes as we change the
gluing diffeomorphism. It can be written as:
Corollary 1.3. Under the embeddings of H2(M) and H2(N) into H2(X), the
canonical class of X =M#ΣM=ΣNN is given by
KX = KM +KN +ΣX +Σ
′
X − (2g − 2)BX +
d∑
i=1
tiRi,
where ti = KX0Si.
Here X0 is the generalized fibre sum obtained from the trivial gluing diffeomor-
phism that identifies the push-offs. Note that the manifold X0 and the surfaces
ΣX , Σ
′
X and Si depend on the choice of framings. However, we will see that the
canonical class is independent of this choice and depends only on the abstract glu-
ing diffeomorphism, as it should be. Using the formula for the canonical class and
the intersection form, we can also directly check that
K2X = K
2
M +K
2
N + 8g − 8.
This formula can be derived in an elementary way from the identity K2 = 2e+3σ,
where e denotes the Euler characteristic and σ the signature of the 4-manifold.
In particular, suppose that rim tori do not exist in X. Then we get
KX = KM +KN + 2ΣX − (2g − 2)BX ,
which generalizes the classical formula for the fibre sum along tori that can be
found in the literature, e.g. [21]. In the final section we will consider a case in
which there are rim tori but where the numbers KX0Si and hence the rim tori
contribution can be calculated explicitly.
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2. DEFINITION OF THE GENERALIZED FIBRE SUM
In the following, we use for a topological space Y the abbreviations H∗(Y ) and
H∗(Y ) to denote the homology and cohomology groups of Y with Z-coefficients.
Other coefficients will be denoted explicitly. The homology class of an embed-
ded, oriented surface and the surface itself are often denoted by the same symbol.
Poincare´ duality is often suppressed, so that a class and its Poincare´ dual are de-
noted by the same symbol.
Let M and N be closed, oriented, connected 4-manifolds. Suppose that ΣM
and ΣN are closed, oriented, connected embedded surfaces in M and N of the
same genus g. Let νΣM and νΣN denote the normal bundles of ΣM and ΣN .
The normal bundle of the surface ΣM is trivial if and only if the self-intersection
number Σ2M is zero. This follows because the Euler class of the normal bundle
is given by e(νΣM ) = i∗PD[ΣM ], where i : ΣM → M denotes the inclusion.
Hence the evaluation of the Euler class on the fundamental class of ΣM is equal
to the self-intersection number of ΣM in the 4-manifold M . From now on we will
assume that ΣM and ΣN have zero self-intersection.
For the construction of the generalized fibre sum we choose a closed oriented
surface Σ of genus g and smooth embeddings
iM : Σ −→M
iN : Σ −→ N,
with images ΣM and ΣN . We assume that the orientation induced by the embed-
dings on ΣM and ΣN is the given one.
Since the normal bundles of ΣM and ΣN are trivial, there exist trivial D2-
bundles νΣM and νΣN embedded in M and N , forming closed tubular neigh-
bourhoods for ΣM and ΣN . We fix once and for all framings for the surfaces,
i.e. embeddings
τM : Σ×D2 −→M
τN : Σ×D2 −→ N,
with images νΣM and νΣN which are fixed reference trivialisations for the normal
bundles of the embedded surfaces ΣM and ΣN . We denote the restriction of these
maps to Σ × S1 by τ¯M and τ¯N . They commute with the embeddings iM and iN
above and the natural projections
p : Σ× S1 → Σ
pM : ∂νΣM → ΣM
pN : ∂νΣN → ΣN .
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Taking the image of Σ times an arbitrary point on S1, the framings τ¯M and τ¯N
determine certain sections of the S1-bundles ∂νΣM and ∂νΣN . These sections
correspond to push-offs of the surfaces ΣM and ΣN into the boundary of the tubular
neighbourhoods. Since trivializations of vector bundles are linear, the framings are
completely determined by such push-offs.
Definition 2.1. We denote by ΣM and ΣN push-offs of ΣM and ΣN into the
boundaries ∂νΣM and ∂νΣN given by the framings τM and τN .
We set
M ′ =M \ int νΣM
N ′ = N \ int νΣN
which are compact, oriented 4-manifolds with boundary. The orientations are cho-
sen as follows: On Σ × D2 choose the orientation of Σ followed by the standard
orientation of D2 given by dx ∧ dy. By choosing the orientations of M and N we
can assume that the framings τM and τN induce orientation preserving embeddings
of Σ×D2 into M and N as tubular neighbourhoods. We define the orientation of
Σ × S1 to be the orientation of Σ followed by the counter clockwise orientation
of S1. This determines orientations of ∂M ′ and ∂N ′. Both conventions together
imply that the orientation of ∂M ′ followed by the normal direction pointing out of
M ′ is the orientation of M ′ induced from M . This is opposite to the standard ori-
entation of ∂M ′ (the normal direction pointing out of M ′ followed by the standard
orientation of ∂M ′ is the orientation of M ′). Similarly for N .
We want to glue M ′ andN ′ together using diffeomorphisms between the bound-
aries which preserve the fibration of the S1-bundles ∂νΣM and ∂νΣN and cover
the diffeomorphism iN ◦ i−1M . Since the group Diff+(S1) retracts onto SO(2), ev-
ery orientation and fibre preserving diffeomorphism Σ × S1 → Σ × S1 covering
the identity is isotopic to a diffeomorphism of the form
F : Σ× S1 → Σ× S1,
(z, α) 7→ (z, C(z) · α),(1)
where C : Σ → S1 is a map and multiplication is in the group S1. Conversely,
every smooth map C from Σ to S1 defines such an orientation and fibre preserving
diffeomorphism. Let r denote the orientation reversing diffeomorphism
r : Σ× S1 → Σ× S1, (z, α) 7→ (z, α),
where S1 ⊂ C is embedded in the standard way and α denotes complex conjuga-
tion. Then the diffeomorphism
ρ = F ◦ r : Σ× S1 → Σ× S1,
(z, α) 7→ (z, C(z)α)
is orientation reversing. We define
(2) φ = φC = τ¯N ◦ ρ ◦ τ¯−1M .
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Then φ is an orientation reversing diffeomorphism φ : ∂νΣM → ∂νΣN , preserv-
ing the circle fibres. If C is a constant map then φ is a diffeomorphism which
identifies push-offs of ΣM and ΣN .
Definition 2.2. Let M and N be closed, oriented, connected 4-manifolds M and
N with embedded oriented surfaces ΣM and ΣN of genus g and self-intersection
0. The generalized fibre sum of M and N along ΣM and ΣN , determined by the
diffeomorphism φ, is given by
X(φ) =M ′ ∪φ N ′.
X(φ) is again a differentiable, closed, oriented, connected 4-manifold.
See the references [10] and [17] for the original construction. The generalized
fibre sum is often denoted by M#ΣM=ΣNN or M#ΣN and is also called the
Gompf sum or the normal connected sum.
The differentiable structure on X is defined in the following way: We identify
the interior of slightly larger tubular neighbourhoods νΣ′M and νΣ′N via the fram-
ings τM and τN with Σ × D where D is an open disk of radius 1. We think of
∂M ′ and ∂N ′ as the 3-manifold Σ × S, where S denotes the circle of radius 1√
2
.
Hence the tubular neighbourhoods νΣM and νΣN above have in this convention
radius 1√
2
. We also choose polar coordinates r, θ on D. The manifolds M \ ΣM
and N \ ΣN are glued together along int νΣ′M \ ΣM and int νΣ′N \ ΣN by the
diffeomorphism
Φ: Σ× (D \ {0})→ Σ× (D \ {0})
(z, r, θ) 7→ (z,
√
1− r2, C(z) − θ).(3)
This diffeomorphism is orientation preserving because it reverses on the disk the
orientation on the boundary circle and the inside-outside direction. It preserves the
fibration by punctured disks and identifies ∂M ′ and ∂N ′ via φ.
Definition 2.3. Let ΣX denote the genus g surface in X given by the image of the
push-off ΣM under the inclusion M ′ → X. Similarly, let Σ′X denote the genus g
surface in X given by the image of the push-off ΣN under the inclusion N ′ → X.
In general (depending on the diffeomorphism φ and the homology of X) the
surfaces ΣX and Σ′X do not represent the same homology class in X but differ by
a rim torus, cf. Lemma 5.5.
2.1. Isotopic gluing diffeomorphisms. Different choices of gluing diffeomor-
phisms φ can result in non-diffeomorphic manifolds X(φ). However, if φ and
φ′ are isotopic, then X(φ) and X(φ′) are diffeomorphic. We want to determine
how many different isotopy classes of gluing diffeomorphisms φ of the form above
exist (note that the manifold X of course also depends on the choice of the embed-
dings iM and iN realizing the surfaces in M and N as the image of a fixed surface
Σ). We first make the following definition:
Definition 2.4. Let C : Σ → S1 be the map used to define the gluing diffeomor-
phism φ in equation (1). Then the integral cohomology class [C] ∈ H1(Σ) is
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defined by pulling back the standard generator of H1(S1). We sometimes denote
[C] by C if a confusion is not possible.
Suppose that
C,C ′ : Σ→ S1,
are smooth maps which determine self-diffeomorphisms ρ and ρ′ of Σ × S1 and
gluing diffeomorphisms φ, φ′ : ∂νΣM → ∂νΣN as before.
Proposition 2.5. The diffeomorphisms φ, φ′ : ∂νΣM −→ ∂νΣN are smoothly iso-
topic if and only if [C] = [C ′] ∈ H1(Σ). In particular, if the maps C and C ′
determine the same cohomology class, then the generalized fibre sums X(φ) and
X(φ′) are diffeomorphic.
Proof. Suppose that φ and φ′ are isotopic. The equation
ρ = τ¯−1N ◦ φ ◦ τ¯M ,
implies that the diffeomorphisms ρ, ρ′ are also isotopic, hence homotopic. The
maps C,C ′ can be written as
C = pr ◦ ρ ◦ ι, C ′ = pr ◦ ρ′ ◦ ι,
where ι : Σ→ Σ×S1 denotes the inclusion x 7→ (x, 1) and pr denotes the projec-
tion onto the second factor in Σ × S1. This implies that C and C ′ are homotopic,
hence the cohomology classes [C] and [C ′] coincide.
Conversely, if the cohomology classes [C] and [C ′] coincide, then C and C ′ are
homotopic maps. We can choose a smooth homotopy
∆: Σ× [0, 1] −→ S1,
(x, t) 7→ ∆(x, t)
with ∆0 = C and ∆1 = C ′. Define the map
R : (Σ× S1)× [0, 1] −→ Σ× S1,
(x, α, t) 7→ Rt(x, α),
where
Rt(x, α) = (x,∆(x, t) · α).
Then R is a homotopy between ρ and ρ′. The maps Rt : Σ × S1 → Σ × S1 are
diffeomorphisms with inverse
(y, β) 7→ (y,∆(y, t)−1 · β),
where ∆(y, t)−1 denotes the inverse as a group element in S1. Hence R is an iso-
topy between ρ and ρ′ that defines via the framings τM and τN an isotopy between
φ and φ′. 
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2.2. Action of the gluing diffeomorphism on homology. In this subsection we
determine the action of the gluing diffeomorphism φ : ∂M ′ → ∂N ′ on the homol-
ogy of the boundaries ∂M ′ and ∂N ′. We first choose bases for these homology
groups using the framings τM and τN .
First choose a basis forH1(Σ) consisting of oriented embedded loops γ1, . . . , γ2g
in Σ. For each index i, we denote the loop γi × {∗} in Σ × S1 also by γi. Let σ
denote the loop {∗} × S1 in Σ× S1. Then the loops
γ1, . . . , γ2g, σ
represent homology classes (denoted by the same symbols) which determine a ba-
sis for H1(Σ× S1) ∼= Z2g+1.
Definition 2.6. The basis for the first homology of ∂νΣM and ∂νΣN is chosen as:
γMi = τ¯M ∗γi, σ
M = τ¯M ∗σ
γNi = τ¯N ∗γi, σ
N = τ¯N ∗σ.
For H2(Σ × S1) we define a basis consisting of elements Γ1, . . . ,Γ2g,Σ such
that the intersection numbers satisfy the following equations:
Γi · γi = 1, i = 1, . . . , 2g,
Σ · σ = 1,
and all other intersection numbers are zero. By Poincare´ duality, this basis can be
realized by choosing the dual basis γ∗1 , . . . , γ∗2g, σ∗ in the group
H1(Σ × S1) = Hom(H1(Σ× S1),Z)
to the basis for the first homology above and defining
Γi = PD(γ
∗
i ), i = 1, . . . , 2g,
Σ = PD(σ∗).
Definition 2.7. The basis for the second homology of ∂νΣM and ∂νΣN is defined
as:
ΓMi = τ¯M ∗Γi, Σ
M = τ¯M ∗Σ
ΓNi = τ¯N ∗Γi, Σ
N = τ¯N ∗Σ.
The class ΣM can be represented by a push-off of ΣM determined by the fram-
ing τM . The classes ΓMi have the following interpretation: We can choose a basis
π1, . . . , π2g of H1(Σ) such that
πi · γj = −δij
for all indices i, j. The existence of such a basis follows because the intersection
form onH1(Σ) is symplectic. The intersection numbers of the immersed tori πi×σ
in Σ× S1 with the curves γj are given by
(πi × σ) · γj = δij ,
hence these tori represent the classes Γi.
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Definition 2.8. For the basis γ1, . . . , γ2g of H1(Σ) above define the integers
ai = deg(C ◦ γi : S1 → S1)
= 〈[C], γi〉 = 〈C, γi〉 ∈ Z.
The integers ai together determine the cohomology class [C]. Since the map C can
be chosen arbitrarily, the integers ai can (independently) take any possible value.
Lemma 2.9. The map φ∗ : H1(∂νΣM )→ H1(∂νΣN ) is given by
φ∗γMi = γ
N
i + aiσ
N , i = 1, . . . , 2g
φ∗σM = −σN .
Proof. We have
ρ(γi(t), ∗) = (γi(t), (C ◦ γi)(t) · ∗),
which implies on differentiation ρ∗γi = γi + aiσ for all i = 1, . . . , 2g. Similarly,
ρ(∗, t) = (∗, C(∗) · t),
which implies ρ∗σ = −σ. The claim follows from these equations and equation
(2). 
Lemma 2.10. The map φ∗ : H2(∂νΣM )→ H2(∂νΣN ) is given by
φ∗ΓMi = −ΓNi , i = 1, . . . , 2g
φ∗ΣM = −
(
2g∑
i=1
aiΓ
N
i
)
+ΣN .
Proof. We first compute the action of ρ on the first cohomology of Σ× S1. By the
proof of Lemma 2.9,
(ρ−1)∗γi = γi + aiσ, i = 1, . . . , 2g
(ρ−1)∗σ = −σ.
We claim that
(ρ−1)∗(γ∗i ) = γ
∗
i , i = 1, . . . , 2g,
(ρ−1)∗(σ∗) =
(
2g∑
i=1
aiγ
∗
i
)
− σ∗.
This is easy to check by evaluating both sides on the given basis of H1(Σ × S1)
and using 〈(ρ−1)∗µ, v〉 = 〈µ, (ρ−1)∗v〉. By the formula
(4) λ∗(λ∗α ∩ β) = α ∩ λ∗β,
for continuous maps λ between topological spaces, homology classes β and co-
homology classes α (see [2, Chapter VI, Theorem 5.2]), we get for all classes
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µ ∈ H∗(Σ× S1),
ρ∗PD(ρ∗µ) = ρ∗(ρ∗µ ∩ [Σ× S1])
= µ ∩ ρ∗[Σ× S1]
= −µ ∩ [Σ× S1]
= −PD(µ).
(5)
since ρ is orientation reversing. This implies ρ∗PD(µ) = −PD((ρ−1)∗µ) and
hence
ρ∗Γi = −Γi, i = 1, . . . , 2g,
ρ∗Σ = −
(
2g∑
i=1
aiΓi
)
+Σ.
The claim follows from this. 
Proposition 2.11. The diffeomorphism φ is determined up to isotopy by the differ-
ence of the homology classes φ∗ΣM and ΣN in ∂νΣN .
Proof. This follows because by the formula in Lemma 2.10 above, the difference
determines the coefficients ai. Hence it determines the class [C] and by Proposition
2.5 the diffeomorphism φ up to isotopy. 
Lemma 2.12. The map φ∗ : H2(∂νΣN )→ H2(∂νΣM ) is given by
φ∗PD(γNi ) = −PD(γMi )− aiPD(σM ), i = 1, . . . , 2g
φ∗PD(σN ) = PD(σM ).
Proof. From equation (5) we have
ρ∗PD(α) = −PD((ρ−1)∗α)
for α ∈ H1(Σ× S1). Together with the first two equations in the proof of Lemma
2.10 this implies the claim. 
We fix the following notation for some inclusions:
ρM : M
′ →M
µM : ∂νΣM →M ′
jM : σ
M →M ′
ηM : M
′ → X,
and corresponding maps for N . For simplicity, the maps induced on homology and
homotopy groups will often be denoted by the same symbol.
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3. THE HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY OF M ′
Let M be a closed, oriented 4-manifold and ΣM ⊂ M a closed, oriented, con-
nected embedded surface of genus g and self-intersection zero. We denote a closed
tubular neighbourhood of ΣM by νΣM and let M ′ denote the complement
M ′ =M \ int νΣM .
Then M ′ is an oriented manifold with boundary ∂νΣM . As above we choose a
fixed closed oriented surface Σ of genus g and an embedding
i : Σ→M
with image ΣM . We continue to use the same notations for the framing and the
embeddings as in the previous section. However, we will often drop in this section
the index M on the maps to keep the formulae notationally more simple.
We always assume in this section that the surface ΣM represents a non-torsion
class, denoted by the same symbol ΣM ∈ H2(M). On the closed 4-manifold M ,
the Poincare´ dual of ΣM acts as a homomorphism on H2(M),
〈PD(ΣM ),−〉 : H2(M) −→ Z.
Since the homology class ΣM is non-torsion, the image of this homomorphism is
non-zero and hence a subgroup of Z of the form kMZ with kM > 0. We assume
that ΣM is divisible by kM , i.e. there exists a class AM ∈ H2(M) such that ΣM =
kMAM . This is always true, for example, if H2(M) ∼= H2(M) is torsion free.
The class AM is primitive in the sense that the image of PD(AM ) on H2(M) is
all of Z.
In the following calculations we will often use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for
the decomposition M =M ′ ∪ νΣM :
. . .→ Hk(∂M ′)→ Hk(M ′)⊕Hk(Σ)→ Hk(M)→ Hk−1(∂M ′)→ . . .
with homomorphisms
Hk(∂M
′)→ Hk(M ′)⊕Hk(Σ), α 7→ (µ∗α, p∗α)
Hk(M
′)⊕Hk(Σ)→ Hk(M), (x, y) 7→ ρ∗x− i∗y.
We also use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for cohomology groups.
Lemma 3.1. The following diagram commutes up to sign for every integer p:
Hp(M
′, ∂M ′) ∂−−−−→ Hp−1(∂M ′)
∼=
y ∼=y
H4−p(M ′)
µ∗−−−−→ H4−p(∂M ′)
where the vertical isomorphisms are Poincare´ duality.
A proof for this lemma can be found in [2, Chapter VI, Theorem 9.2]. We also
need the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.2. There is a commuting diagram for every integer m:
Hm(M,M ′) −−−−→ Hm(M)
∼=
y ∼=y
H4−m(ΣM )
i∗−−−−→ H4−m(M)
where the upper horizontal homomorphism comes from the long exact sequence
in cohomology associated to the pair (M,M ′) and the vertical maps are isomor-
phisms.
A proof for this lemma follows from a version of Poincare´-Lefschetz duality as
in [2, Chapter VI, Corollary 8.4]. The isomorphism on the right is Poincare´ duality
and the isomorphism on the left can be thought of as
Hm(M,M ′) ∼= Hm(νΣM , ∂νΣM ) ∼= H4−m(νΣM) ∼= H4−m(ΣM )
induced by excision, Poincare´ duality and the deformation retraction νΣM → ΣM .
3.1. Calculation of H2(M ′). We begin with the calculation of the second coho-
mology of the complement M ′.
Proposition 3.3. There exists a short exact sequence
0 −→ H2(M)/ZΣM ρ
∗
−→ H2(M ′) −→ ker(i : H1(ΣM )→ H1(M)) −→ 0.
This sequence splits, because H1(ΣM ) is torsion free. Hence there exists an iso-
morphism
(6) H2(M ′) ∼=
(
H2(M)/ZΣM
)⊕ ker i.
Proof. We consider the following part of the long exact sequence in cohomology
associated to the pair (M,M ′):
. . .→ H2(M,M ′)→ H2(M) ρ
∗
→ H2(M ′) ∂→ H3(M,M ′)→ H3(M)→ . . .
The claim follows by applying Lemma 3.2 for m = 2, 3. 
Remark 3.4. An explicit splitting can be defined as follows: The images of loops
representing a basis of ker i under the embedding i : Σ → M bound surfaces in
M . We can lift these curves to the boundary of M ′ such that they bound in M ′,
see Lemma 3.16. In this way the elements in ker i determine classes in H2(M ′) ∼=
H2(M
′, ∂M ′).
Definition 3.5. Choose a class BM ∈ H2(M) with BM · AM = 1. Such a class
exists because AM is indivisible. We denote the image of this class in H2(M ′) ∼=
H2(M
′, ∂M ′) by B′M .
The surface representing BM can be chosen such that it intersects the surface
ΣM in precisely kM transverse positive points by starting with any surface that has
intersection kM with ΣM and then possibly increasing the genus. Hence there also
exists a surface B′M in M ′ bounding kM parallel copies of the meridian σM .
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Consider the subgroup in H2(M) generated by the classes BM and AM . (This
subgroup corresponds to the Gompf nucleus in elliptic surfaces, defined as a regular
neighbourhood of a cusp fibre and a section [11, 12].)
Definition 3.6. Let P (M) = (ZBM⊕ZAM)⊥ denote the orthogonal complement
in H2(M) with respect to the intersection form. We call the elements in P (M)
perpendicular classes.
Since A2M = 0 and AM · BM = 1, the intersection form on these (indivisible)
elements looks like (
B2M 1
1 0
)
.
Since this form is unimodular it follows that there exists a direct sum decomposi-
tion
(7) H2(M) = ZBM ⊕ ZAM ⊕ P (M).
The restriction of the intersection form to P (M) modulo torsion is again unimodu-
lar (see [12, Lemma 1.2.12]) and P (M) has rank equal to b2(M)−2. The following
lemma determines the decomposition of an arbitrary element in H2(M) under the
direct sum (7):
Lemma 3.7. For every element α ∈ H2(M) define a class α by the equation
(8) α = (α · AM )BM + (α · BM −B2M (α ·AM ))AM + α.
Then α is the component of α in the subgroup P (M).
Proof. Writing α = aAM + bBM + α, the intersections of α with AM and BM
have to vanish. This determines the coefficients a and b. 
Definition 3.8. We define P (M)AM = H2(M)/ (ZΣM ⊕ ZBM) = ZkMAM ⊕
P (M).
Proposition 3.9. There exists an isomorphism
H2(M ′) ∼= P (M)AM ⊕ ZBM ⊕ ker i.
This proposition shows that the cohomology group H2(M ′) decomposes into
elements in the interior of M ′ coming from M (i.e. elements in P (M)AM ), classes
bounding multiples of the meridian to ΣM (multiples of BM ) and classes bounding
curves on the boundary ∂M ′ which are lifts of curves on ΣM (elements of ker i).
3.2. Calculation of H1(M ′) and H1(M ′). In this subsection we calculate the
first homology and cohomology of the complement M ′.
Proposition 3.10. The map ρ induces an isomorphism H1(M ′) ∼= H1(M).
Proof. We consider the following part of the long exact sequence in cohomology
associated to the pair (M,M ′):
0→ H1(M,M ′)→ H1(M) ρ
∗
→ H1(M ′) ∂→ H2(M,M ′)→ H2(M)→ . . .
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By Lemma 3.2 it follows that H1(M,M ′) = 0 and the map H2(M,M ′) →
H2(M) is under Poincare´ duality equivalent to the map
i : H2(ΣM ) ∼=Z→ H2(M)
a 7→ aΣM .
This map is injective, since the class ΣM is non-torsion. Hence by exactness the
map ρ∗ : H1(M)→ H1(M ′) is an isomorphism. 
We can now calculate the first homology of the complement.
Proposition 3.11. There exists an isomorphism H1(M ′) ∼= H1(M)⊕ ZkM .
Proof. By Proposition 3.3 we have
TorH2(M ′) ∼= Tor(H2(M)/ZPD(ΣM ))
∼= Tor(H2(M)/ZkMPD(AM ))
∼= TorH2(M)⊕ ZPD(AM )/kMZPD(AM )
∼= TorH2(M)⊕ ZkMPD(AM ).
The third step follows because the class AM is primitive and of infinite order. The
Universal Coefficient Theorem implies that
TorH2(M) = Ext(H1(M),Z) ∼= TorH1(M),
and similarly for M ′. This implies
TorH1(M ′) ∼= TorH1(M)⊕ ZkM .
Using again the Universal Coefficient Theorem we get
H1(M
′) ∼= H1(M ′)⊕ TorH1(M ′)
∼= H1(M) ⊕ TorH1(M)⊕ ZkM
∼= H1(M)⊕ ZkM .

A similar calculation has been done in [14] and [20] for the case of a 4-manifold
M under the assumption H1(M) = 0. The fundamental group of the complement
M ′ can be calculated as follows:
Proposition 3.12. The fundamental groups of M and M ′ are related by
π1(M) ∼= π1(M ′)/N(σM ),
where N(σM ) denotes the normal subgroup in π1(M ′) generated by the meridian
σM to the surface ΣM .
The proof, which we omitt, is an application of the Seifert-van Kampen theorem
(for a proof see for example [13, Appendix]). Taking the abelianization of the exact
sequence
1→ N(σM )→ π1(M ′)→ π1(M)→ 1
we get with Proposition 3.11:
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Corollary 3.13. The first integral homology groups of M ′ and M are related by
the exact sequence
(9) 0→ ZkM
j→ H1(M ′) ρ→ H1(M)→ 0
which splits. The image of j is generated by the meridian σM to the surface ΣM .
A priori we only know that the kernel of ρ is a finite cyclic subgroup isomorphic
to Zn generated by σM . We then use the following lemma:
Lemma 3.14. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group and A′ = A ⊕ Zm. If
A′ contains a subgroup H isomorphic to Zn and A′/H ∼= A, then n = m.
The proof follows because H is contained in the torsion subgroup of A′. We
then count the elements of this torsion subgroup modulo H .
Before we continue with the calculation of H2(M ′), we derive explicit expres-
sions for the maps
µ∗ : Hk(M ′)→ Hk(∂M ′), k = 1, 2
and choose certain framings such that µ∗ : H1(∂M ′) → H1(M ′) has a normal
form.
3.3. Adapted framings. In this subsection, we define a particular class of fram-
ings τM which are adapted to the splitting of H1(M ′) into H1(M) and the torsion
group determined by the meridian of ΣM as in Proposition 3.11. This is a slightly
”technical” issue which will make the calculations much easier. If the homology
class representing ΣM is indivisible (kM = 1), then there is no restriction and
every framing is adapted.
By Corollary 3.13 there exists an isomorphism of the form
s : H1(M
′) −→ H1(M)⊕ ZkM
α 7→ (ρ∗α,A(α)).
The framing τM should be compatible with this isomorphism in the following way:
The composition
(10) H1(∂M ′) µ→ H1(M ′) s→ H1(M)⊕ ZkM
should be given on generators by
γMi 7→ (i∗γi, 0)
σM 7→ (0, 1).
Consider the exact sequence
(11) H1(∂M ′)→ H1(M ′)⊕H1(Σ)→ H1(M),
coming from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for M . It maps
γMi 7→ (µ∗γMi , γi) 7→ ρ∗µ∗γMi − i∗γi
σM 7→ (µ∗σM , 0) 7→ ρ∗µ∗σM .
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By exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, we have ρ∗µ∗γMi = i∗γi and ρ∗µ∗σM =
0, where as before γMi is determined by γi via the trivialization τM . The isomor-
phism s above maps
µ∗γMi 7→ (ρ∗µ∗γMi ,A(µ∗γMi )) = (i∗γi,A(µ∗γMi ))
µ∗σM 7→ (0, 1).
Let [cMi ] denote the numbers A(µ∗γMi ) ∈ ZkM . It follows that the composition in
equation (10) is given on generators by
γMi 7→ (i∗γi, [cMi ])
σM 7→ (0, 1).
We can change the reference framing τM to a new framing τ ′M such that γMi
changes to
γMi
′
= γMi − cMi σM ,
for all i = 1, . . . , 2g and σM stays the same. This change can be realized by a
suitable self-diffeomorphism of ∂νΣM according to the proof of Lemma 2.9. The
composition in equation (10) now has the form
γMi
′ 7→ (i∗γi, 0)
σM 7→ (0, 1).
Lemma 3.15. Suppose that kM > 1. There exists a trivialization τM of the normal
bundle of ΣM in M , such that the composition
H1(∂M
′)
µ→ H1(M ′) s→ H1(M)⊕ ZkM
is given by
γMi 7→ (i∗γi, 0), i = 1, . . . , 2g
σM 7→ (0, 1).
A framing with this property is called adapted. If kM = 1 every framing is adapted.
Every framing is adapted if kM = 1, since in this case H1(M ′) and H1(M) are
isomorphic and σM is null-homologous. We also have the following:
Lemma 3.16. Let τM be an adapted framing. Then a curve α on the surface ΣM
is null-homologous in M if and only if its parallel copy αM on the push-off ΣM is
null-homologous in M ′.
We now derive the explicit expressions for the action of the map µ : ∂M ′ →M ′
on cohomology and discuss rim tori in the manifold M ′. These calculations will
be useful later on.
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3.4. Calculation of the map µ∗ : H1(M ′) → H1(∂M ′). By Proposition 3.10,
the map ρ∗ : H1(M) → H1(M ′) is an isomorphism. The framing τM defines an
identification
H1(∂M ′) ∼= H1(Σ)⊕ ZPD(ΣM ),
where ΣM denotes the push-off of the surface ΣM and PD(ΣM) = σM
∗
. We
want to derive a formula for the composition
H1(M) ∼= H1(M ′) µ
∗
−→ H1(∂M ′) ∼= H1(Σ)⊕ ZPD(ΣM ).
Let α ∈ H1(M). Then by the exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (11)
〈µ∗ρ∗α, γMi 〉 = 〈α, ρ∗µ∗γMi 〉
= 〈α, i∗γi〉
= 〈i∗α, γi〉,
and
〈µ∗ρ∗α, σMi 〉 = 〈α, ρ∗µ∗σM 〉
= 0.
Hence we have:
Lemma 3.17. The composition
µ∗ ◦ ρ∗ : H1(M)→ H1(Σ)⊕ ZPD(ΣM)
is equal to i∗ ⊕ 0.
3.5. Calculation of the map µ∗ : H2(M ′) → H2(∂M ′). Using the framing τM
of the surface ΣM we can identify
H2(∂M ′) ∼= H1(Σ × S1) ∼= Z⊕H1(Σ),
where the Z summand is spanned by PD(σM ). We can then consider the compo-
sition (
H2(M)/ZΣM
)⊕ ker i ∼= H2(M ′) µ∗→ H2(∂M ′) ∼= Z⊕H1(Σ).
Proposition 3.18. The composition
(12) µ∗ : (H2(M)/ZΣM)⊕ ker i→ Z⊕H1(Σ)
is given by
([V ], α) 7→ (V · ΣM , α).
The map is well-defined in the first variable since Σ2M = 0 and has image in
kMZ, since ΣM is divisible by kM . The map in the second variable is inclusion.
Proof. On the second summand, the map µ∗ is the identity by Lemma 3.1 and the
choice of splitting in Remark 3.4. It remains to prove that
µ∗ρ∗[V ] = (V · ΣM )PD(σM )
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Exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for M =M ′∪νΣM implies the equality
µ∗ρ∗V = p∗i∗V . Since
〈i∗V,Σ〉 = 〈V,ΣM 〉 = V · ΣM
the class i∗V is equal to the class (V · ΣM )1, where 1 denotes the generator of
H2(Σ), Poincare´ dual to a point. Since p∗(1) is the Poincare´ dual of a fibre in
∂M ′ = ∂νΣM , where p denotes the projection ∂νΣM → ΣM , the claim follows.

Corollary 3.19. The composition
µ∗ : P (M)AM ⊕ ZBM ⊕ ker i −→ Z⊕H1(Σ)
is given by
(c, xBM , α) 7→ (xkM , α).
3.6. Calculation ofH2(M ′). Using the homomorphism µM : H2(∂M ′)→ H2(M ′)
and the projection pM : ∂M ′ → Σ we define a map rM given by
rM = µM ◦ PD ◦ p∗M : H1(Σ)→ H2(M ′).
The image of this homomorphism has the following interpretation: The map PD ◦
p∗M determines an isomorphism of H1(Σ) onto ker pM . In our standard basis, this
isomorphism is given by
H1(Σ)→ ker pM∑
ciγ
∗
i 7→
∑
ciΓ
M
i .
(13)
Lemma 3.20. Every element in the image of rM can be represented by a smoothly
embedded torus in the interior of M ′.
Proof. Note that the classes ΓMi ⊂ H2(∂M ′) are of the form χMi × σM where
χMi is a curve on ΣM . Hence every element T ∈ ker pM is represented by a
surface of the form cM × σM , where cM is a closed, oriented curve on ΣM with
transverse self-intersections. A collar of ∂M ′ = ∂νΣM in M ′ is of the form
ΣM × S1 × I . We can eliminate the self-intersection points of the curve cM in
ΣM × I , without changing the homology class. If we then take cM times σM , we
see that µM (T ) = cM × σM can be represented by a smoothly embedded torus in
M ′. 
We make the following definition [4, 8, 15].
Definition 3.21. The map rM given by
(14) rM = µM ◦ PD ◦ p∗M : H1(Σ)→ H2(M ′)
is called the rim tori homomorphism and the image of rM , denoted by R(M ′), the
group of rim tori in M ′.
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Rim tori are already “virtually” in the manifold M as embedded null-homologous
tori. Some of them can become non-zero homology classes if the tubular neigh-
bourhood νΣM is deleted. The set of elements in H1(Σ) whose associated rim tori
are null-homologous in M ′ is given by the kernel of the rim tori map rM , hence
(15) R(M ′) ∼= H1(Σ)/ker rM .
We now derive a short exact sequence for the calculation of H2(M ′): Consider the
following sequence coming from the long exact sequence for the pair (M ′, ∂M ′):
(16) H3(M ′, ∂M ′) ∂→ H2(∂M ′) µ→ H2(M ′)→ H2(M ′, ∂M ′) ∂→ H1(∂M ′).
This induces a short exact sequence
(17) 0 −→ H2(∂M ′)/ker µ µ−→ H2(M ′) −→ ker ∂ −→ 0.
Lemma 3.22. The terms on the left and right side of the short exact sequence (17)
can be calculated as follows:
(a) ker ∂ is isomorphic to
P (M)AM = H
2(M)/(ZΣM ⊕ ZBM ).
(b) The framing induces an isomorphism
H2(∂M
′)/ker µ ∼= R(M ′)⊕ ZPD(ΣM).
In addition, the kernel of rM is equal to the image of i∗M : H1(M) →
H1(Σ). Hence the map rM induces an isomorphism coker i∗M ∼= R(M ′).
Proof. Under Poincare´ duality, the boundary homomorphism ∂ on the right hand
side of the exact sequence (16) can be replaced by
µ∗ : H2(M ′) −→ H2(∂M ′),
as in Lemma 3.1. Hence the kernel of ∂ can be replaced by the kernel of µ∗ and
claim (a) follows by Corollary 3.19.
To prove part (b), consider the following part of the exact sequence (16):
(18) H3(M ′, ∂M ′) ∂−→ H2(∂M ′) µ−→ H2(M ′).
Under Poincare´ duality and the isomorphism ρ∗ : H1(M) → H1(M ′) this se-
quence becomes
(19) H1(M) µ
∗◦ρ∗−→ H1(∂M ′) µ◦PD−→ H2(M ′).
By Lemma 3.17 this sequence can be written as
(20) H1(M) i∗⊕0−→ H1(Σ)⊕ ZPD(ΣM) rM+µ−→ H2(M ′),
where rM denotes the homomorphism above and µ is the restriction to ZPD(ΣM).
Exactness of sequence (20) implies that the kernel of the homomorphism rM is
equal to the image of i∗. 
Together with equation (15) we get:
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Proposition 3.23. The short exact sequence (17) for the calculation of H2(M ′)
can be written as
0 −→ R(M ′)⊕ ZPD(ΣM) −→ H2(M ′) −→ P (M)AM −→ 0.
4. CALCULATION OF H1(X) AND H1(X)
Let X = M#ΣM=ΣNN denote the generalized fibre sum of two closed 4-
manifolds M and N along embedded surfaces ΣM and ΣN of genus g and self-
intersection zero. We assume as in Section 3 that ΣM and ΣN represent non-torsion
classes of maximal divisibility kM and kN and choose adapted framings for both
surfaces as defined in Section 3.3.
Consider the homomorphisms
iM ⊕ iN : H1(Σ;Z) −→ H1(M ;Z)⊕H1(N ;Z)
λ 7→ (iM (λ), iN (λ)),
and
i∗M + i
∗
N : H
1(M ;Z)⊕H1(N ;Z) −→ H1(Σ;Z)
(α, β) 7→ i∗Mα+ i∗Nβ.
The kernels of iM ⊕ iN and i∗M + i∗N are free abelian groups, but the cokernels
may have torsion. Both homomorphisms can also be considered for homology and
cohomology with R-coefficients.
Definition 4.1. Let d denote the integer d = dim ker (iM ⊕ iN ) for the linear map
iM ⊕ iN : H1(Σ;R) −→ H1(M ;R)⊕H1(N ;R)
of R-vector spaces.
Lemma 4.2. Consider the homomorphisms iM ⊕ iN and i∗M + i∗N for homology
and cohomology with R-coefficients. Then
dim ker (i∗M + i∗N ) = b1(M) + b1(N)− 2g + d = dim coker (iM ⊕ iN )
dim coker (i∗M + i∗N ) = d = dim ker (iM ⊕ iN ),
where g denotes the genus of the surface Σ.
Proof. By linear algebra, i∗M + i∗N is the dual homomorphism to iM ⊕ iN under
the identification of cohomology with the dual vector space of homology with R-
coefficients. Moreover,
dim coker (iM ⊕ iN ) = b1(M) + b1(N)− dim im (iM ⊕ iN )
= b1(M) + b1(N)− (2g − dim ker (iM ⊕ iN ))
= b1(M) + b1(N)− 2g + d.
This implies
dim ker (i∗M + i∗N ) = dim coker (iM ⊕ iN ) = b1(M) + b1(N)− 2g + d
dim coker (i∗M + i∗N ) = dim ker (iM ⊕ iN ) = d.

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In the following calculations we will often use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence
associated to the decomposition X =M ′ ∪N ′, given by
. . .→ Hk(∂M ′) ψk→ Hk(M ′)⊕Hk(N ′)→ Hk(X)→ Hk−1(∂M ′)→ . . .
with homomorphisms
ψk : Hk(∂M
′)→ Hk(M ′)⊕Hk(N ′), α 7→ (µMα, µNφ∗α)
Hk(M
′)⊕Hk(N ′)→ Hk(X), (x, y) 7→ ηMx− ηNy.
We also use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for cohomology groups.
4.1. Calculation of H1(X). We begin with the calculation of the first cohomol-
ogy of X. Consider the following part of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in cohomol-
ogy:
0→ H1(X) η
∗
M
⊖η∗
N−→ H1(M ′)⊕H1(N ′) ψ
∗
1−→ H1(∂M ′).
Since η∗M − η∗N is injective, H1(X) is isomorphic to the kernel of ψ∗1 = µ∗M +
φ∗µ∗N . Composing with isomorphisms, the map ψ∗1 can be replaced by the map
µ∗Mρ
∗
M + φ
∗µ∗Nρ
∗
N . Since the equality φ∗γNi
∗
= γMi
∗ holds for all indices i, it
follows with Lemma 3.17 that this composition can be replaced by the map
(21) (i∗M + i∗N )⊕ 0: H1(M)⊕H1(N)→ H1(Σ)⊕ ZPD(ΣM ).
This implies:
Theorem 4.3. The first cohomology H1(X;Z) is isomorphic to the kernel of
i∗M + i
∗
N : H
1(M ;Z)⊕H1(N ;Z)→ H1(Σ;Z).
As a corollary we can calculate the Betti numbers of X.
Corollary 4.4. The Betti numbers of a generalized fibre sum X = M#ΣM=ΣNN
along surfaces ΣM and ΣN of genus g and self-intersection zero are given by
b0(X) = b4(X) = 1
b1(X) = b3(X) = b1(M) + b1(N)− 2g + d
b2(X) = b2(M) + b2(N)− 2 + 2d
b+2 (X) = b
+
2 (M) + b
+
2 (N)− 1 + d
b−2 (X) = b
−
2 (M) + b
−
2 (N)− 1 + d,
where d is the integer from Definition 4.1.
Proof. The formula for b1(X) follows from Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.2. To
derive the formula for b2(X), we use the formula for the Euler characteristic of a
space decomposed into two parts A,B:
e(A ∪B) = e(A) + e(B)− e(A ∩B),
For M =M ′ ∪ νΣM , with M ′ ∩ νΣM ∼= Σ× S1, we get
e(M) = e(M ′) + e(νΣM )− e(Σ× S1)
= e(M ′) + 2− 2g,
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since νΣM is homotopy equivalent to ΣM and Σ × S1 is a 3-manifold, hence has
zero Euler characteristic. This implies
e(M ′) = e(M) + 2g − 2, and similarly e(N ′) = e(N) + 2g − 2.
For X =M ′ ∪N ′, with M ′ ∩N ′ ∼= Σ× S1, we then get
e(X) = e(M ′) + e(N ′)
= e(M) + e(N) + 4g − 4.
Substituting the formula for b1(X) = b3(X) above, this implies
b2(X) = −2 + 2(b1(M) + b1(N)− 2g + d) + 2− 2b1(M) + b2(M)
+ 2− 2b1(N) + b2(N) + 4g − 4
= b2(M) + b2(N)− 2 + 2d.
It remains to prove the formula for b±2 (X). By Novikov additivity for the signature
[12, Remark 9.1.7],
σ(X) = σ(M) + σ(N),
we get by adding b2(X) on both sides,
2b+2 (X) = 2b
+
2 (M) + 2b
+
2 (N)− 2 + 2d,
hence b+2 (X) = b
+
2 (M) + b
+
2 (N) − 1 + d. This also implies the formula for
b−2 (X). 
A direct computation of b2(X) as the rank of H2(X) will be given in Section
5.3.
4.2. Calculation of H1(X). In this subsection we prove a formula for the first
integral homology of X. We make the following definition:
Definition 4.5. Let nMN denote the greatest common divisor of kM and kN .
If nMN is not equal to 1, the formula for H1(X) involves an additional torsion
term. Let r denote the homomorphism defined by
r : H1(Σ;Z) −→ ZnMN ,
λ 7→ 〈C, λ〉 mod nMN .
We then have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.6. Consider the homomorphism
H1(Σ;Z)
iM⊕iN⊕r−→ H1(M ;Z)⊕H1(N ;Z)⊕ ZnMN ,
λ 7→ (iMλ, iNλ, r(λ)).
Then H1(X;Z) is isomorphic to the cokernel of iM ⊕ iN ⊕ r.
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Proof. Since ∂M ′ is connected, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for X shows that
H1(X) ∼= coker(ψ1 : H1(∂M ′)→ H1(M ′)⊕H1(N ′)).
The homomorphism ψ1 is given on the standard basis by
γMi 7→ (µMγMi , µNγNi + aiµNσN )
σM 7→ (µMσM ,−µNσN ).
We want to replace H1(M ′) by H1(M)⊕ ZkM and H1(N ′) by H1(N)⊕ ZkN , as
in Proposition 3.11. We choose isomorphisms s as in Section 3.3. Since we are
working with adapted framings, the composition
(22) H1(∂M ′) µM→ H1(M ′) s→ H1(M)⊕ ZkM
is given on generators by
γMi 7→ (iMγi, 0)
σM 7→ (0, 1),
as before. An analogous map exists for N . If we add these maps together, the
homomorphism ψ1 can be replaced by
H1(∂M
′)→ H1(M)⊕ ZkM ⊕H1(N)⊕ ZkN ,
γMi 7→ (iMγi, 0, iNγi, ai)
σM 7→ (0, 1, 0,−1).
Using the isomorphism H1(Σ × S1) ∼= H1(Σ) ⊕ Z → H1(∂M ′) given by the
framing τM , we get the map
H1(Σ)⊕ Z→ H1(M)⊕ ZkM ⊕H1(N)⊕ ZkN ,
(λ, α) 7→ (iMλ, α mod kM , iNλ, 〈C, λ〉 − α mod kN ).(23)
To finish the proof, we have to show that this map has the same cokernel as the
map
iM ⊕ iN ⊕ r : H1(Σ)→ H1(M)⊕H1(N)⊕ ZnMN ,
λ 7→ (iMλ, iNλ, 〈C, λ〉 mod nMN ).
This follows from Lemma 4.7 below. 
In the proof we used a small algebraic lemma which can be formulated as fol-
lows: Let H and G be abelian groups and f : H → G and h : H → Z homo-
morphisms. Let kM , kN be positive integers with greatest common divisor nMN .
Consider the (well-defined) map
p : ZkM ⊕ ZkN → ZnMN ,
([x], [y]) 7→ [x+ y].
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Lemma 4.7. The homomorphisms
ψ : H ⊕ Z→ G⊕ ZkM ⊕ ZkN
(x, a) 7→ (f(x), a mod kM , h(x)− a mod kN ),
and
ψ′ : H → G⊕ ZnMN
x 7→ (f(x), h(x) mod nMN)
have isomorphic cokernels. The isomorphism is induced by IdG ⊕ p.
Proof. The map IdG ⊕ p is a surjection, hence it induces a surjection
P : G⊕ ZkM ⊕ ZkN → cokerψ′.
We compute the kernel of P and show that it is equal to the image of ψ. This
will prove the lemma. Suppose an element is in the image of ψ. Then it is of
the form (f(x), a mod kM , h(x)− a mod kN ). The image under IdG ⊕ p of this
element is equal to (f(x), h(x) mod nMN ), hence in the image of ψ′. Conversely,
let (g, u mod kM , v mod kN ) be an element in the kernel of P . The element maps
under IdG ⊕ p to (g, u+ v mod nMN), hence there exists an element x ∈ H such
that g = f(x) and u + v ≡ h(x) mod nMN . We can choose integers c, d, e such
that the following equations hold:
u+ v − h(x) = cnMN = dkM + ekN .
Define an integer a = u− dkM . Then:
u ≡ a mod kM
v ≡ h(x) − a+ ekN = h(x)− a mod kN .
Hence (g, u mod kM , v mod kN ) = ψ(x, a) and the element is in the image of
ψ. 
Remark 4.8. Note that Theorem 4.6 only holds if the cohomology class C is cal-
culated in adapted framings. For a given gluing diffeomorphism, the cohomology
class C depends on the choice of adapted framings. However, the result H1(X;Z)
does not depend on the choice of framings, only on the gluing diffeomorphism it-
self. This follows because a change of adapted framings changes the coefficients
ai = 〈C, γi〉 to
a′i = 〈C ′, γi〉 = ai − βMi kM − βNi kN ,
where βMi , βNi are certain integers. This implies that the map r defined above stays
the same.
An immediate corollary of Theorem 4.6 is the following.
Corollary 4.9. If the divisibilities kM and kN are coprime, then H1(X;Z) is iso-
morphic to the cokernel of iM ⊕ iN : H1(Σ;Z) −→ H1(M ;Z)⊕H1(N ;Z).
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5. CALCULATION OF H2(X)
The computation of H2(X) is based on the following lemma:
Lemma 5.1. The following part of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence
H1(M ′)⊕H1(N ′) ψ
∗
1→ H1(∂M ′)→ H2(X) η
∗
M
⊖η∗
N−→ H2(M ′)⊕H2(N ′) ψ
∗
2→ H2(∂M ′).
induces a short exact sequence
(24) 0 −→ cokerψ∗1 −→ H2(X) −→ kerψ∗2 −→ 0.
By equation (21) there exists an isomorphism
(25) cokerψ∗1 ∼= coker (i∗M + i∗N )⊕ ZPD(ΣM).
We calculate coker (i∗M + i∗N ) in subsection 5.1 and kerψ∗2 in subsection 5.2.
5.1. Rim tori. We can map every rim torus in M ′ under the inclusion ηM : M ′ →
X to a homology class in X.
Definition 5.2. We call ηM ◦ rM (α) the rim torus in X associated to the element
α ∈ H1(Σ) via M ′. The group R(X) of rim tori in X is defined as the image of
the homomorphism
rX = ηM ◦ rM : H1(Σ)→ H2(X).
Similarly, we can map every rim torus in N ′ under the inclusion ηN : N ′ → X to
a homology class in X. This defines a homomorphism
r′X = ηN ◦ rN : H1(Σ)→ H2(X).
The rim tori in X coming via M ′ and N ′ are related in the following way:
Lemma 5.3. Let α be a class in H1(Σ). Then rX(α) = −r′X(α). Hence for the
same element α ∈ H1(Σ) the rim torus in X coming via N ′ is minus the rim torus
coming via M ′.
Proof. The action of the gluing diffeomorphism φ on second homology is given by
φ∗ΓMi = −ΓNi . Let α ∈ H1(Σ) be a fixed class,
α =
2g∑
i=1
ciγ
∗
i .
The rim tori in M ′ and N ′ associated to α are given by
aM =
2g∑
i=1
ciµMΓ
M
i , aN =
2g∑
i=1
ciµNΓ
N
i = −
2g∑
i=1
ciµNφ∗ΓMi .
In X we get
ηMaM + ηNaN =
2g∑
i=1
ci(ηMµM − ηNµNφ∗)ΓMi
= 0,
by the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for X. This proves the claim. 
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Definition 5.4. Let RC denote the rim torus in X determined by the class
−
2g∑
i=1
aiΓ
M
i ∈ H2(∂M ′)
under the inclusion of ∂M ′ in X as in Definition 5.2. Here ai are the integers from
Definition 2.8. This class is equal to the image of the class
∑2g
i=1 aiΓ
N
i ∈ H2(∂N ′)
under the inclusion of ∂N ′ in X.
Recall that ΣX is the class in X which is the image of the push-off ΣM under
the inclusion M ′ → X. Similarly, Σ′X is the image of the push-off ΣN under the
inclusion N ′ → X.
Lemma 5.5. The classes Σ′X and ΣX in X differ by
Σ′X − ΣX = RC .
Proof. This follows, since by Lemma 2.10
φ∗ΣM = −
(
2g∑
i=1
aiΓ
N
i
)
+ΣN .
By the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for X we get
ΣX = ηMµMΣ
M = ηNµNφ∗ΣM = −RC +Σ′X .

The difference is due to the fact that the diffeomorphism φ does not necessarily
match the classes ΣM and ΣN . We now prove the main theorem in this subsection.
Theorem 5.6. Let i∗M , i∗N denote the homomorphisms
i∗M : H
1(M ;Z)→ H1(Σ;Z), and i∗N : H1(N ;Z)→ H1(Σ;Z).
Then the kernel of the rim tori map rX is equal to the image of i∗M + i∗N . Hence
the map rX induces an isomorphism
coker (i∗M + i∗N )
∼=−→ R(X).
Lemma 5.7. The kernel of the map ηM is equal to the image of rM ◦ i∗N .
Proof. Consider the following diagram:
H3(X,M
′) ∂−−−−→ H2(M ′) ηM−−−−→ H2(X)
∼=
x µMφ−1∗ x ηNx
H3(N
′, ∂N ′) ∂−−−−→ H2(∂N ′) −−−−→ H2(N ′)
The horizontal parts come from the long exact sequences of pairs, the vertical parts
come from inclusion. The isomorphism on the left is by excision. Hence the kernel
of ηM is given by the image of
µM ◦ φ−1∗ ◦ ∂ : H3(N ′, ∂N ′)→ H2(M ′).
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Given the definition of the rim tori map rM in equation (14), we have to show that
this is equal to the image of
µM ◦ PD ◦ p∗M ◦ i∗N : H1(N)→ H2(M ′).
This follows in three steps: First, by Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.10, the image
of ∂ is equal to the image of PD ◦ µ∗N ◦ ρ∗N . By the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for
N
H1(N)
ρ∗
N
⊖i∗
N−→ H1(N ′)⊕H1(Σ) µ
∗
N
+p∗
N−→ H1(∂N ′)
we have µ∗N ◦ ρ∗N = p∗N ◦ i∗N . Finally, we use the identity
φ−1∗ ◦ PD ◦ p∗N = −PD ◦ p∗M ,
which is equivalent to the identity φ∗ΓMi = −ΓNi , for all i = 1, . . . , 2g, from
Lemma 2.10. 
We can now prove Theorem 5.6.
Proof. Suppose that α ∈ H1(Σ) is in the kernel of rX = ηM ◦ rM . This happens
if and only if rM (α) is in the kernel of ηM . By Lemma 5.7 this is equivalent to the
existence of a class βN ∈ H1(N) with
rM (α) = (rM ◦ i∗N )(βN ).
Since the kernel of rM is equal to the image of i∗M by Lemma 3.22, this is equiva-
lent to the existence of a class βM ∈ H1(M) with
α = i∗MβM + i
∗
NβN .
This shows that the kernel of rX is equal to the image of i∗M + i∗N and proves the
claim. 
Corollary 5.8. The rank of the abelian subgroup R(X) of rim tori in X is equal
to the integer d from Definition 4.1.
Note that the rim tori group can contain torsion elements.
5.2. Vanishing classes. For the calculation of H2(X) it remains to calculate the
kernel of
ψ∗2 : H
2(M ′)⊕H2(N ′)→ H2(∂M ′),
where ψ∗2 = µ∗M + φ∗µ∗N , as in equation (24). We will first replace this map by an
equivalent map. By Corollary 3.19 and Lemma 2.12 we can replace the map
φ∗ : H2(∂N ′)→ H2(∂M ′)
by the map
Z⊕H1(Σ) −→ Z⊕H1(Σ)
(x, y) 7→ (x− 〈C, y〉,−y).
We then get:
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Lemma 5.9. The map ψ∗2 = µ∗M + φ∗µ∗N can be replaced by the homomorphism
P (M)AM ⊕ P (N)AN ⊕ ZBM ⊕ ZBN ⊕ ker iM ⊕ ker iN −→ Z⊕H1(Σ)
given by
(cM , cN , xM , xN , αM , αN ) 7→ (xMkM + xNkN − 〈C,αN 〉, αM − αN ).
Definition 5.10. We consider the map
f : ZBM ⊕ ZBN ⊕ ker (iM ⊕ iN ) −→ Z
(xMBM , xNBN , α) 7→ xMkM + xNkN − 〈C,α〉.
Let S(X) denote the kernel of the map f . We call S(X) the group of vanishing
classes of X, as in [7]. It is a free abelian group of rank d+ 1 by Lemma 4.2.
These classes have the following interpretation:
Lemma 5.11. The elements (xMBM , xNBN , α) in S(X) are precisely those ele-
ments in ZBM ⊕ZBN ⊕ ker (iM ⊕ iN ) such that αM +xMkMσM bounds in M ′,
αN + xNkNσ
N bounds in N ′, and both elements get identified under the gluing
diffeomorphism φ.
Proof. Let α ∈ ker (iM ⊕ iN ) and xMkM + xNkN − 〈C,α〉 = 0. Since we are
using adapted framings the parallel curves αM and αN are null-homologous in M ′
and N ′. Then αM + xMkMσM bounds in M ′ and αN + xNkNσN bounds in N ′.
Under the gluing diffeomorphism φ the first curve maps to
αN + 〈C,α〉σN − xMkMσN .
This is equal to the second curve by our assumption. This proves one direction of
the claim. The converse follows similarly. 
We can now prove:
Theorem 5.12. The kernel of the homomorphism
ψ∗2 : H
2(M ′)⊕H2(N ′)→ H2(∂M ′)
is isomorphic to S(X) ⊕ P (M)AM ⊕ P (N)AN .
Proof. Elements in the kernel must satisfy αM = αN . In particular, both elements
are in ker iM ∩ ker iN = ker (iM ⊕ iN ). Hence the kernel of the replaced ψ∗2 is
given by
S(X) ⊕ P (M)AM ⊕ P (N)AN .

5.3. Calculation of H2(X). Using Theorem 5.12 and Theorem 5.6 we can now
replace the terms in Lemma 5.1 to get the following theorem:
Theorem 5.13. There exists a short exact sequence
0→ R(X)⊕ ZΣX → H2(X;Z)→ S(X)⊕ P (M)AM ⊕ P (N)AN → 0.
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Since we already calculated the rank of each group occuring in this short exact
sequence, we can calculate the second Betti number of X:
b2(X) = d+ 1 + (d+ 1) + (b2(M)− 2) + (b2(N)− 2)
= b2(M) + b2(N)− 2 + 2d.
This is the same number as in Corollary 4.4.
In the following sections we will restrict to the case that ΣM ,ΣN represent
indivisible classes, hence kM = kN = 1, and the cohomologies of M , N and
X are torsion-free, which is equivalent to H2 or H1 being torsion free. For the
manifold X this can be checked using the formula for H1(X) in Theorem 4.6 or
Corollary 4.9. Then the exact sequence in Theorem 5.13 reduces to
0→ R(X)⊕ ZΣX → H2(X)→ S(X)⊕ P (M)⊕ P (N)→ 0.
Since all groups are free abelian, the sequence splits and we get an isomorphism
H2(X) ∼= P (M)⊕ P (N)⊕ S(X)⊕R(X)⊕ ZΣX .
6. THE INTERSECTION FORM OF X
From now on until the end of this article we will assume that ΣM and ΣN
represent indivisible classes and the cohomologies of M , N and X are torsion
free. The group of vanishing classes S(X) contains the element
BX = BM −BN .
We want to prove that we can choose d elements S1, . . . , Sd in S(X), forming a ba-
sis for a subgroup S′(X) such that S(X) = ZBX⊕S′(X), and a basis R1, . . . , Rd
for the group of rim tori R(X) such that the following holds:
Theorem 6.1. Let X = M#ΣM=ΣNN be a generalized fibre sum of closed ori-
ented 4-manifolds M and N along embedded surfaces ΣM ,ΣN of genus g and
self-intersection zero which represent indivisible homology classes. Suppose that
the cohomology of M , N and X is torsion free. Then there exists a splitting
H2(X;Z) = P (M)⊕ P (N)⊕ (S′(X) ⊕R(X))⊕ (ZBX ⊕ ZΣX),
where
(S′(X) ⊕R(X)) = (ZS1 ⊕ ZR1)⊕ . . .⊕ (ZSd ⊕ ZRd).
The direct sums are all orthogonal, except the direct sums inside the brackets. In
this decomposition of H2(X;Z), the restriction of the intersection form QX to
P (M) and P (N) is equal to the intersection form induced from M and N and has
the structure (
B2M +B
2
N 1
1 0
)
on ZBX ⊕ ZΣX and the structure(
S2i 1
1 0
)
on each summand ZSi ⊕ ZRi.
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Definition 6.2. We call a basis for H2(X;Z) with these properties a normal form
basis or normal form decomposition.
A normal form basis is in general not unique. However, it will follow from
Lemma 6.16 that a basis for R(X) is determined by a basis for ker(iM ⊕ iN ),
where
iM ⊕ iN : H1(Σ)→ H1(M)⊕H1(N).
Fixing such a basis determines a basis of rim tori in each fibre sum as the gluing
diffeomorphism changes. The choice of the basis for S(X) is then determined by
the basis for R(X) in the following way:
Lemma 6.3. Let S′1, . . . , S′d be elements in H2(X;Z) such that
H2(X;Z) = P (M)⊕ P (N)⊕ (S′(X) ⊕R(X))⊕ (ZBX ⊕ ZΣX),
with
(S′(X)⊕R(X)) = (ZS′1 ⊕ ZR1)⊕ . . .⊕ (ZS′d ⊕ ZRd)
is another normal form decomposition. Then S′i differs from Si only by a rim torus
for all indices i.
Proof. Since the restriction of the intersection form to P (M), P (N) and ZBX ⊕
ZΣX is non-degenerate it follows that
S′i =
∑
i
αijSj +
∑
i
βijRj.
Since S′i ·Rk = δik it follows that αij = δij . This implies
S′i = Si +
∑
i
βijRj ,
hence the claim. 
Remark 6.4. Note that the self-intersections of the vanishing classes can change
if we add a rim torus. Therefore we cannot make an a priori statement about the
numbers S2i . In fact, we can add to S2i any even number in this way. In particular,
whether the intersection form is even or odd does not depend on the choice of the
surfaces Si, as it should be.
The normal form decomposition for the cohomology of X given by Theorem
6.1
H2(X) = P (M)⊕ P (N)⊕ (S′(X)⊕R(X))⊕ (ZBX ⊕ ZΣX)
can be compared to the splitting
(26) H2(M) = P (M)⊕ ZBM ⊕ ZΣM .
from equation (7). In particular, we can decompose the perpendicular classes of X
as
P (X) = P (M)⊕ P (N)⊕ (S′(X)⊕R(X)).
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Corollary 6.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 there exists a group monomor-
phism H2(M)→ H2(X) given by mapping
P (M)
Id→ P (M), BM 7→ BX ,ΣM 7→ ΣX .
There exists a similar monomorphism H2(N)→ H2(X) given by
P (N)
Id→ P (N), BN 7→ BX ,ΣN 7→ Σ′X ,
where Σ′X = ΣX + RC . The cohomology groups H2(M) and H2(N) can be
realized as direct summands ofH2(X). In general, the embeddings do not preserve
the intersection form, because B2X = B2M + B2N . The images of both embeddings
have non-trivial intersection and in general do not span H2(X) because of the rim
tori and vanishing classes.
Theorem 6.1 is proved by constructing surfaces representing the basis S1, . . . , Sd
of vanishing classes. The construction of these basis elements is rather lengthy and
will be done step by step. First choose a basis α1, . . . , αd for the free abelian group
ker(iM ⊕ iN : H1(Σ)→ H1(M)⊕H1(N)).
Lemma 6.6. The subgroup ker(iM ⊕ iN ) is a direct summand of H1(Σ).
Proof. Suppose that α ∈ ker(iM ⊕ iN ) is divisible by an integer c > 1 so that
α = cα′ with α′ ∈ H1(Σ). Then ciMα′ = 0 = ciNα′. Since H1(M) and H1(N)
are torsion free this implies that α′ ∈ ker(iM⊕iN ). Hence ker(iM ⊕iN ) is a direct
summand by the following fundamental lemma on free abelian groups (for a proof
see e.g. [1, Lemma 6.15]). 
Lemma 6.7. Let G be a finitely generated free abelian group and H ⊂ G a sub-
group. Then there exists a basis e1, . . . , en of G such that H is generated by the
elements a1e1, . . . , anen for certain integers a1, . . . , an.
It follows that the homology classes αi are indivisible, hence we can represent
them by embedded closed curves in Σ, see [18]. We will often use the following
lemma.
Lemma 6.8. Let γ be a possibly disconnected embedded closed curve on M ′ such
that µMγ is null-homologous in M ′. Then γ bounds an embedded oriented surface
in M ′ that is transverse to the boundary ∂M ′.
This surface can be thought of as a spanning surface in the 4-manifold M ′ for
the curve γ. Let B′M and B′N denote the surfaces in M ′ and N ′ bounding the
meridians, obtained from BM and BN by deleting a disk. The class BX is sewed
together from these surfaces along the meridians in ∂M ′ and ∂N ′. We also want to
realize the homology classes Si by embedded surfaces in X. In general, surfaces
that bound curves on the boundary ∂M ′ are always oriented as follows:
Definition 6.9. Suppose that LM is a connected, orientable surface in M ′ which
is transverse to the boundary ∂M ′ and bounds an oriented curve cM on ∂M ′. In a
collar of the boundary of the form Σ×S1× I , we can assume that the surface LM
has the form cM × I . The orientation of LM is then chosen such that it induces on
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cM × I the orientation of cM followed by the orientation of the intervall I pointing
out of M ′.
This definition applies in particular to the surfaces B′M and B′N bounding the
meridians in M ′ and N ′: The surfaces ΣM and ΣN are oriented by the embeddings
iM , iN from a fixed oriented surface Σ. The surfaces BM and BN are oriented such
that ΣMBM = +1 and ΣNBN = +1.
Lemma 6.10. The restriction of the orientation of BM to the punctured surface
B′M is equal to the orientation determined by Definition 6.9.
Proof. On the 2-disk D in BM , obtained by the intersection with the tubular neig-
bourhood νΣM , the restriction of the orientation is given by the direction pointing
into M ′ followed by the orientation of the meridian σM . This is equal to the orien-
tation of σM followed by the direction pointing out of M ′. 
The extension Φ of the gluing diffeomorphism φ (see equation (3)) inverts on
the 2-disk D the inside-outside direction and the direction along the boundary ∂D.
Hence the oriented surfaces B′M and B′N sew together to define an oriented surface
BX in X.
6.1. Construction of the surfaces DMi .
Definition 6.11. For the basis α1, . . . , αd of ker(iM ⊕ iN ) let αMi and αNi denote
embedded curves on the push-offs ΣM and ΣN in ∂νΣM and ∂νΣN which are
parallel to the curves iMαi and iNαi on ΣM and ΣN under the given trivialization
of the tubular neighbourhoods. The curves αMi and αNi are null-homologous in M ′
and N ′ by Lemma 3.16. We fix oriented embedded surfaces DMi in M ′ transverse
to the boundary ∂M ′ and bounding the curves αMi . Similarly we fix embedded
surfaces DNi in N ′ bounding the curves αNi .
We want to determine the intersection numbers of the surfaces DMi with the rim
tori in M ′. Let γ1, . . . , γ2g denote the basis of H1(Σ). We defined a basis for
H2(Σ × S1) given by the elements Γi = PD(γ∗i ). On the 3-manifold Σ× S1 we
have
Γi · γj = δij .
More generally, suppose that a class T represents the element
∑2g
i=1 ciγ
∗
i . Then
PD(T ) =
∑2g
i=1 ciΓi and
PD(T ) · γj = 〈T, γj〉 = cj.
These relations also hold on ∂M ′ and ∂N ′. Consider the closed, oriented curve γj
on Σ. We view γj as a curve on the push-off ΣM in M ′. It defines a small annulus
γj × I in a collar of the form Σ × S1 × I of the boundary ∂M ′. On the annulus
we choose the orientation given by Definition 6.9. Then the intersection number of
ΓMi and γj × I in the manifold M ′ is given by
ΓMi · (γj × I) = δij
according to the orientation convention for M ′, cf. Section 2.
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More generally, suppose that
e =
2g∑
i=1
eiγi
is an oriented curve on Σ and EM the annulus EM = e× I defined by e. Let RMT
be a rim torus in M ′ induced from an element T ∈ H1(Σ). Then RMT is the image
of
2g∑
j=1
〈T, γj〉ΓMj
under the inclusion of ∂M ′ in M ′. We then have
RMT · EM =
2g∑
i=1
〈T, γj〉ej
= 〈T, e〉.
Lemma 6.12. With our orientation conventions, the algebraic intersection number
of a rim torus RMT and an annulus EM as above is given by RMT · EM = 〈T, e〉.
In particular we get:
Lemma 6.13. LetRMT be the rim torus associated to an element T inH1(Σ). Then
RMT ·DMi = 〈T, αi〉.
6.2. Construction of the surfaces UNi . Let V Ni denote the embedded surface in
the closed manifold N , obtained by smoothing the intersection points of xN (αi)
copies of BN and xN (αi)B2N disjoint copies of the push-off ΣN with the opposite
orientation. Here
xN (αi) = 〈C,αi〉
as before. The surface V Ni represents the class xN (αi)BN − (xN (αi)B2N )ΣN and
has zero intersection with the class BN and the surfaces in P (N). We can assume
that the copies of ΣN are contained in the complement of the tubular neighbour-
hood νΣN . Deleting the interior of the tubular neigbourhood we obtain a surface
UNi in N ′ bounding the disjoint union of xN (αi) parallel copies of the meridian
σN on the boundary ∂N ′. The surface has zero intersection with the surface B′N
and the rim tori in R(N ′). In addition, the intersection number with the surface
ΣN is given by UNi · ΣN = xN (αi).
6.3. Definition of vanishing surfaces Si. Suppose that the gluing diffeomorphism
φ is isotopic to the trivial diffeomorphism that identifies the push-offs, or equiva-
lently the cohomology class C equals zero. We can then assume without loss of
generality that φ is equal to the trivial diffeomorphism, hence the curves αMi and
αNi on the boundaries ∂M ′ and ∂N ′ get identified by the gluing map. We set
SMi = D
M
i
SNi = D
N
i
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and define the vanishing class Si by sewing together the surfaces SMi and SNi .
In the case that C is different from zero the curves φ ◦ αMi and αNi do not
coincide. By Lemma 2.9 we know that the curve φ ◦ αMi is homologous to
αNi + 〈C,αi〉σN = αNi + xN (αi)σN .
Let νΣ¯N be a tubular neighbourhood of slightly larger radius than νΣN (we indi-
cate curves and surfaces bounding curves on νΣ¯N by a bar). On the boundary of
νΣ¯N we consider the curve α¯Ni and xN (αi) parallel copies of the meridian σ¯N ,
disjoint from α¯Ni . The curve α¯Ni bounds a surface D¯Ni as before and the parallel
copies of the meridian bound the surface U¯Ni . We can connect the curve φ ◦ αMi
on ∂νΣN to the disjoint union of the meridians and the curve α¯Ni on ∂νΣ¯N by an
embedded connected oriented surface QNi realizing the homology.
Lemma 6.14. We can assume that the homology QNi is disjoint from an annulus
of the form {∗} × S1 × I in the submanifold ΣN × S1 × I bounded by ∂νΣN and
∂νΣ¯N .
Proof. This follows because the isomorphism H1(Σ∗) → H1(Σ) induces an iso-
morphism H1(Σ∗ × S1)→ H1(Σ× S1), where Σ∗ denotes the punctured surface
Σ \ {∗}. 
We set
SMi = D
M
i
SNi = Q
N
i ∪ U¯Ni ∪ D¯Ni .
The connected surfaces SMi and SNi sew together to define the vanishing surfaces
Si. The orientation of Si is defined as follows: The surfaces SMi and SNi are
oriented according to Definition 6.9. The orientation of I is reversed by the exten-
sion Φ of the gluing diffeomorphism, while the orientations of the curves αMi and
φ ◦ αMi are identified. This implies that the surface SMi with its given orientation
and the surface SNi with the opposite orientation sew together to define an oriented
surface Si in X.
Proposition 6.15. For arbitrary gluing diffeomorphism φ, the vanishing classes Si
satisfy Si · ΣX = 0. We also have BX · ΣX = 1 and B2X = B2M +B2N .
Proof. We only have to check the first equation. This can be done on either the
M or the N side: On the M side we have we can assume that ΣM is given by the
push-off ΣM×{p} in the boundary ΣM×S1 and that the curves αMi are embedded
in a different push-off ΣM×{q} with p 6= q. This implies that DMi is disjoint from
ΣM , hence
Si · ΣX = DMi · ΣM = 0.
On the N side we have
Si · ΣX = Si · (Σ′X −RC) = −SNi · (ΣN −RNC )
= −UNi · ΣN +DNi ·RNC = −xN (αi) + 〈C,αi〉 = 0.

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The rim torus RMT associated to an element T in H1(Σ) induces under the in-
clusion M ′ → X a rim torus in X, denoted by RT . It has zero intersection with
the surfaces ΣX , BX and any other rim torus. The intersection with a vanishing
class Si is given by RT · Si = 〈T, αi〉 according to Lemma 6.12.
6.4. Normal form basis for the intersection form. In the construction of the
vanishing classes Si from the surfaces SMi and SNi we can assume that the curves
αMi are contained in pairwise disjoint parallel copies of the push-off ΣM in ∂νΣM
of the form ΣM × {pi}. Hence the vanishing classes Si in X do not intersect on
∂M ′ = ∂N ′ and we can assume that they have only transverse intersections.
We now simplify the intersection form on S′(X) ⊕ R(X). According Lemma
6.6 we can complete the basis α1, . . . , αd for ker (iM ⊕ iN ) by certain elements
βd+1, . . . , β2g ∈ H1(Σ) to a basis of H1(Σ). Let
α∗1, . . . , α
∗
d, β
∗
d+1, . . . , β
∗
2g
denote the dual basis of H1(Σ) and R1, . . . , R2g the corresponding rim tori in
H2(X). Then
Si · Rj = δij , for 1 ≤ j ≤ d
Si · Rj = 0, for d+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2g.
This implies that the elements R1, . . . , Rd are a basis of R(X) and Rd+1, . . . , R2g
are null-homologous, since the cohomology of X is torsion free. The following is
easy to check:
Lemma 6.16. If we make a different choice for the basis elements βd+1, . . . , β2g ,
then R1, . . . , Rd only change by null-homologous rim tori.
The surfaces Si are simplified as follows: Let rij = Si · Sj for i, j = 1, . . . , d
denote the matrix of intersection numbers and let
S′i = Si −
∑
k>i
rikRk.
The surfaces S′i are tubed together from the surfaces Si and certain rim tori. They
can still be considered as vanishing classes sewed together from surfaces in M ′
and N ′. We then have S′i · S′j = 0 for i 6= j. Denote these new vanishing classes
again by S1, . . . , Sd and the subgroup spanned by them in S′(X)⊕R(X) again by
S′(X). The intersection form on S′(X) ⊕R(X) now has the form as in Theorem
6.1.
Remark 6.17. We can choose the basis γ1, . . . , γ2g of H1(Σ) we started with in
Section 2.2 as
γi = αi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ d
γi = βi, for d+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2g.
This choice does not depend on the choice of C since α1, . . . , αd are merely a basis
for ker(iM ⊕ iN ). Then the images of the classes ΓM1 , . . . ,ΓMd under the inclusion
∂M ′ →M ′ → X are equal to the rim tori R1, . . . , Rd and the rim tori determined
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by ΓMd+1, . . . ,ΓM2g are null-homologous in X. In this basis the rim torus RC in X
is given by
RC = −
d∑
i=1
aiRi,
where ai = 〈C,αi〉. Having chosen the basis for ker(iM⊕iN ) we have a canonical
choice of the rim tori basis in each fibre sum. By Lemma 6.3 this determines a basis
for the vanishing surfaces up to rim tori summands.
Let P1, . . . , Pn denote a basis for P (M), consisting of embedded surfaces in M
disjoint from ΣM and BM . We can consider these classes as surfaces in M ′ and
hence in X. In general, they will have intersections with the vanishing surfaces but
they are disjoint from the rim tori which are supported near ΣM . Adding to each
of the Pi a suitable linear combination or rim tori we can achieve that these new
classes have zero intersection with the vanishing surfaces. Mapping the chosen
basis of P (M) to the corresponding surfaces plus rim tori we get an embedding of
P (M) into H2(X;Z) that does not depend on the choice of gluing and does not
change the intersection form on P (M). A similar construction works for P (N).
Finally, we can add to the surface BX certain rim tori so that the new class has zero
intersection with the vanishing surfaces. The basis for the second cohomology of
X is now in normal form.
7. A FORMULA FOR THE CANONICAL CLASS
The canonical class KX of a symplectic 4-manifold (X,ωX) is defined as minus
the first Chern class. In this section we derive a formula for the canonical class of
the symplectic generalized fibre sum X of two symplectic 4-manifolds M and N
along embedded symplectic surfaces ΣM and ΣN of genus g. We make the same
assumptions as in the previous section, i.e. that ΣM and ΣN represent indivisible
classes of square zero and the cohomologies of M , N and X are torsion free.
The idea of the proof is to choose a normal form basis for H2(X) as in Theorem
6.1 and decompose the canonical class KX as
(27) KX = κM + κN +
d∑
i=1
siSi +
d∑
i=1
riRi + bXBX + σXΣX ,
where κM ∈ P (M) and κN ∈ P (N). Since the cohomology of X is assumed
to be torsion free, the coefficients in equation (27) can be determined from the
intersection numbers of the canonical class KX and the basis elements of H2(X).
7.1. Definition of the symplectic form on X. We first recall the definition of the
symplectic generalized fibre sum by the construction of Gompf [10]. Let (M,ωM )
and (N,ωN ) be closed, symplectic 4-manifolds and ΣM ,ΣN embedded symplec-
tic surfaces of genus g and self-intersection zero. The symplectic generalized fibre
sum is constructed using the following lemma. First we make the following defi-
nition:
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Definition 7.1. Recall that we have fixed trivializations of tubular neighbourhoods
νΣM and νΣN determined by the framings τM and τN . Let φ : ∂νΣM → ∂νΣN
be the gluing diffeomorphism. We also choose an auxiliary framing τ ′N such that
in the framings τM and τ ′N the gluing diffeomorphism is given by the trivial dif-
feomorphism
Σ× S1 → Σ× S1, (z, α) 7→ (z, α)
that identifies the push-offs.
We can identify the interior of the tubular neighbourhoods with Σ × D, where
D denotes the open disk of radius 1 in R2.
Lemma 7.2. The symplectic structures ωM and ωN can be deformed by rescaling
and isotopies such that both restrict on the tubular neighbourhoods νΣM and νΣN
with respect to the framings τM and τ ′N to the same symplectic form
ω = ωΣ + ωD,
where ωD is the standard symplectic structure ωD = dx∧ dy on the open unit disk
D and ωΣ is a symplectic form on Σ.
Proof. We use Lemma 1.5 and Lemma 2.1 from [10]. Choose an arbitrary sym-
plectic form ω on Σ and rescale ωM and ωN such that∫
ΣM
ωM =
∫
ΣN
ωM =
∫
Σ
ω.
We can then isotope the embeddings iM : Σ→M and iN : Σ→ N without chang-
ing the images, such that both become symplectomorphisms onto ΣM and ΣN .
The isotopies can be realized by taking fixed embeddings iM , iN and composing
them with isotopies of self-diffeomorphisms of M and N (because M and N are
closed manifolds). Hence we can consider the embeddings to be fixed and instead
change the symplectic forms ωM and ωN by pulling them back under isotopies of
self-diffeomorphisms.
The embeddings τM : Σ×D →M and τ ′N : Σ×D → N are symplectic on the
submanifold Σ×0. We can isotope both embeddings to new embeddings which are
symplectic on small neighbourhoods of Σ× 0 with respect to the symplectic form
ω + ωD on Σ ×D. Since Σ is compact, we can assume that both are symplectic
on Σ ×Dǫ where Dǫ denotes the disk with radius ǫ < 1. Again the isotopies can
be achieved by considering τM and τ ′N unchanged and pulling back the symplectic
forms on M and N under isotopies of self-diffeomorphisms.
It is easier to work with disks of radius 1: We rescale the symplectic forms
ωM , ωN and ω + ωD by the factor 1/ǫ2. Then we compose the symplectic embed-
dings τM and τ ′N on (Σ×Dǫ, (1/ǫ2)(ω + ωD)) with the symplectomorphism
Σ×D → Σ×Dǫ
(p, (x, y)) 7→ (p, (ǫx, ǫy),
where Σ×D has the symplectic form (1/ǫ2)ω+ωD. We then define ωΣ = (1/ǫ2)ω
to get the statement we want to prove. 
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It is useful to introduce polar coordinates (r, θ) on D such that x = r cos θ and
y = r sin θ, hence
dx = dr cos θ − r sin θdθ
dy = dr sin θ + r cos θdθ.
Then ωD = rdr ∧ dθ. To form the generalized fibre sum, the manifolds M \ ΣM
and N \ΣN are glued together along the collars int νΣM \ΣM and int νΣN \ΣN
of radius 1 by an orientation and S1-fibre preserving diffeomorphism that in the
framings τM and τ ′N is given by
Φ: (D \ {0})× Σ→ (D \ {0}) × Σ
(r, θ, z) 7→ (
√
1− r2,−θ, z).(28)
The action of Φ on the 1-forms dr and dθ is given by
Φ∗dr = d(r ◦ Φ) = d
√
1− r2 = −r√
1− r2dr
Φ∗dθ = d(θ ◦Φ) = −dθ.
This implies that
Φ∗ωD = ωD
Φ∗ωΣ = ωΣ.
Hence
Φ∗(ωD + ωΣ) = ωD + ωΣ
and the symplectic forms onM ′ andN ′ given by Lemma 7.2 glue together to define
a symplectic form on the fibre sum X. This is the symplectic form according to
the Gompf construction.
Remark 7.3. The Gompf construction for the symplectic generalized fibre sum
can only be done if (after a rescaling) the symplectic structures ωM and ωN have
the same volume on ΣM and ΣN :∫
ΣM
ωM =
∫
ΣN
ωN .
To calculate this number, both ΣM and ΣN have to be oriented which we have
assumed a priori. It is not necessary that this number is positive, the construction
can also be done for negative volume. In the standard case the orientation induced
by the symplectic forms coincides with the given orientation on ΣM and ΣN and
is the opposite orientation in the second case.
We split the canonical class KX as in equation (27)
KX = κM + κN +
d∑
i=1
siSi +
d∑
i=1
riRi + bXBX + σXΣX .
The coefficients in this formula can be determined using intersection numbers. We
assume that ΣM and ΣN are oriented by the symplectic forms ωM and ωN . Then
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ΣX is a symplectic surface in X of genus g and self-intersection 0, oriented by the
symplectic form ωX . This implies by the adjunction formula
bX = KXΣX = 2g − 2,
hence
σX = KXBX − (2g − 2)(B2M +B2N ).
Every rim torus Rj is a linear combination of embedded Lagrangian tori of self-
intersection zero in X. Since the adjunction formula holds for each one of them,
sj = 0, for all j = 1, . . . , d,
hence also
rj = KXSj.
To determine the coefficient κM we know that η∗MKX = KM ′ = ρ∗MKM . This
implies that the intersection of a class in P (M) with KX is equal to its intersection
with KM . We can decompose KM as
(29) KM = KM + (KMBM − (2g − 2)B2M )ΣM + (2g − 2)BM ,
where the element KM , defined by this equation, is in P (M); see Lemma 3.7. It
is then clear that
κM = KM
under the chosen embedding of P (M) into H2(X;Z). Similarly, κN = KN . It
remains to determine the intersections of the canonical class with the vanishing
classes BX and S1, . . . , Sd. This is more difficult and will be done in the following
subsections.
7.2. Construction of a holomorphic 2-form on X. In the construction of the
symplectic form on X we first chose symplectic forms on M and N which are
standard on the tubular neighbourhoods given by τM and τ ′N . Similarly, we want
to choose compatible almost complex structures and holomorphic 2-forms on M
and N which are standard on the tubular neighbourhoods and then understand how
they behave under gluing. We will see that this is quite easy for the almost complex
structure, but slightly more difficult for the holomorphic 2-form, which is a section
of the canonical bundle.
We first need compatible almost complex structures: We choose the standard
almost complex structure JD on D which maps JD∂x = ∂y and JD∂y = −∂x. In
polar coordinates
JD∂r =
1
r
∂θ
JD
1
r
∂θ = −∂r.
We also choose a compatible almost complex structure JΣ on Σ which maps
JΣ∂z1 = ∂z2 and JΣ∂z2 = −∂z1 in suitable coordinates z = (z1, z2) on the
surface Σ. The almost complex structure JD + JΣ on the tubular neighbourhood
D×Σ in the framings τM and τ ′N extend to compatible almost complex structures
on M and N . This follows because compatible almost complex structures are the
sections of a bundle with contractible fibres.
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We want to construct an almost complex structure on X. Note that Φ maps the
subset S × Σ ⊂ νΣM , where S is the circle of radius 1√
2
, onto the same subset in
νΣN . On S × Σ we have
Φ∗∂r = −∂r
Φ∗∂θ = −∂θ
Φ∗∂z1 = ∂z1
Φ∗∂z2 = ∂z2 .
Setting
Φ∗J = (Φ∗)−1 ◦ J ◦ Φ∗
where J = JD + JΣ we obtain
(Φ∗J)∂r =
√
2∂θ
(Φ∗J)∂θ = − 1√2∂r
(Φ∗J)∂z1 = ∂z2
(Φ∗J)∂z2 = −∂z1 .
Hence Φ∗J = J on S × Σ and the almost complex structures on M ′ and N ′ glue
together to define a (continuous) compatible almost complex structure on X. As
an aside note that we cannot have Φ∗J = J on the whole tubular neighbourhood
because the gluing diffeomorphism Φ is not an isometry for the standard metric on
the disk.
Recall that the sections of the canonical bundle KM are complex valued 2-forms
on M which are “holomorphic”, i.e. complex linear. We choose the holomorphic
1-form ΩD = dx+ idy on D, which can be written in polar coordinates as
(30) ΩD = (dr + irdθ)eiθ.
This form satisfies ΩD ◦ JD = iΩD. We also choose a holomorphic 1-form ΩΣ
on Σ. This form can be chosen such that it has precisely 2g − 2 different zeroes of
index +1. We can assume that all zeroes are contained in a small disk DΣ around a
point q disjoint from the zeroes. The form ΩD ∧ΩΣ is then a holomorphic 2-form
on D × Σ which has transverse zero set consisting of 2g − 2 parallel copies of D.
This 2-form can be extended to holomorphic 2-forms on M and N as sections of
the canonical bundles.
These holomorphic 2-forms do not immediately glue together to define a holo-
morphic 2-form on X: On S × Σ we have
Φ∗dr = −dr
Φ∗dθ = −dθ,
hence
Φ∗ΩD = −(dr + irdθ)e−iθ = −ΩDe−2iθ
and ΩD is not invariant under the gluing diffeomorphism Φ.
A continuous section ΩX for the canonical line bundle KX can be constructed
in the following way.
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Definition 7.4. We call a holomorphic 2-form on M or N standard if on a tubular
neighbourhood of ΣM or ΣN in the framings τM and τ ′N it is given by ΩD ∧ ΩΣ.
Choose holomorphic 2-forms ΩM and −ΩN on M and N which are standard
on tubular neighbourhoods of radius 1. The manifold X is constructed by gluing
together the manifolds M ′ and N ′ obtained by deleting the interior of the tubular
neighbourhoods of radius 1√
2
. The holomorphic 2-form ΩX is given on the M and
N side of X by ΩM and ΩN outside of the tubular neighbourhoods of radius 1.
We now have to define the form on both sides between radius 1 and 1√
2
. On the N
side we still choose the form ΩN in this region. On the boundary ∂N ′ = S × Σ
of radius 1√
2
we then have the holomorphic 2-form given by the restriction of ΩN ,
which is minus the standard form. It pulls back under the gluing diffeomorphism
Φ to a holomorphic 2-form on ∂M ′ = S × Σ. By the calculation above this form
is given by
(31) ΩMe−2iθ.
Let A′ denote the annulus between radius 1√
2
and 1. We want to change the form
in equation (31) over A′ × Σ through a holomorphic 2-form to the form ΩM at
radius 1. This form will then be extended over the rest of M using the 2-form
ΩM . The change will be done by changing the function e−2iθ at radius 1√
2
over
A′ × Σ to the constant function with value 1 at radius 1. This is not possible if
we consider the functions as having image in S1, because they represent different
cohomology classes on S1 × Σ. Hence we consider S1 ⊂ C and the change will
involve crossings of zero. We choose a smooth function f : A′ × Σ → C which
has 0 as a regular value and satisfies on the boundaries
f 1√
2
= e−2iθ and f1 ≡ 1.
The Poincare´ dual of the zero set of f is then the cohomology class of S1 × Σ
determined by the S1-valued function e2iθ . This class is 2ΣM and is the obstruction
to extending the function f on the boundary into the interior. We get:
Proposition 7.5. There exists a 2-form Ω′ on A′ × ΣM which is holomorphic for
JD + JΣ and satisfies:
• Ω′ = ΩMe−2iθ at r = 1√
2
and Ω′ = ΩM at r = 1.
• The zero set of the form Ω′ represents the class 2ΣM in the interior of
A′ × ΣM and 2g − 2 parallel copies of A′.
Corollary 7.6. There exists a symplectic form ωX with compatible almost complex
structure JX and holomorphic 2-form ΩX on X such that:
• On the boundary ∂νΣN of the tubular neighbourhood of ΣN in N of radius
1 the symplectic form and the almost complex structure are ωX = ωD+ωΣ
and JX = JD + JΣ while ΩX is minus the standard form.
• On the boundary ∂νΣM of the tubular neighbourhood of ΣM in M of ra-
dius 1 the symplectic form and the almost complex structure are ωX =
ωD + ωΣ and JX = JD + JΣ while ΩX is standard.
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• On the subset of νΣN between radius 1√
2
and 1, which is an annulus times
ΣN , the zero set of ΩX consists of 2g − 2 parallel copies of the annulus.
• On the subset of νΣM between radius 1√
2
and 1, which is an annulus times
ΣM , the zero set of ΩX consists of 2g − 2 parallel copies of the annulus
and a surface in the interior representing 2ΣM .
7.3. The formula for the canonical class of X. We now calculate KXBX .
Lemma 7.7. With the standard choice of orientation for BX , we have KXBX =
KMBM +KNBN + 2.
Proof. We extend the holomorphic 2-form ΩD∧ΩΣ on the boundary ∂νΣM of the
tubular neighbourhood of ΣM inM of radius 1 to the holomorphic 2-form on νΣM
given by the same formula and then to a holomorphic 2-form on M \ int νΣM . The
zero set of the resulting holomorphic 2-form ΩM restricted to νΣM = DM × ΣM
consists of 2g − 2 parallel copies of DM . We can choose the surface BM such
that it is parallel but disjoint from these copies of DM inside νΣM and intersects
the zero set of ΩM outside transversely. The zero set on BM then consists of a set
of points which count algebraically as KMBM . We can do a similar construction
for N . We think of the surface BX as being glued together from the surfaces BM
and BN by deleting in each a disk of radius 1√
2
in DM and DN around 0. On the
M side we get two additional positive zeroes coming from the intersection with
the class 2ΣM in Corollary 7.6 over the annulus in DM between radius 1√
2
and 1.
Adding these terms proves the claim. 
It remains to calculate the intersections KXSi which determine the rim tori con-
tribution to the canonical class. We first define the meaning of intersection numbers
of the canonical class KM pulled back to M ′ and surfaces LM in M ′ which bound
curves on ∂M ′.
Definition 7.8. Let ΩΣ be a given 1-form on Σ with 2g − 2 transverse zeroes,
holomorphic with respect to a given almost complex structure JΣ. Under the em-
bedding iM and the trivialization τM of the normal bundle equip the tubular neigh-
bourhood νΣM with the almost complex structure JD + JΣ and the holomorphic
2-form ΩD ∧ ΩΣ. Let LM be a compact oriented surface in M ′ = M \ int νΣM
which bounds a closed curve cM on ∂νΣM , disjoint from the zeroes of ΩD ∧ ΩΣ
on the boundary. Then KMLM denotes the obstruction to extending the given sec-
tion of KM on cM over the whole surface LM . This is the number of zeroes one
encounters when trying to extend the non-vanishing section of KM on ∂LM over
all of LM .
Recall that for the tubular neighbourhood of ΣN we had two different framings.
There is an exactly analogous definition for KNLN with almost complex structure
JD + JΣ and holomorphic 2-form ΩD ∧ ΩΣ on the tubular neighbourhood νΣN
with respect to the framing τN . If we choose the framing τ ′N we get a number that
we denote by K ′NLN . In general, KNLN 6= K ′NLN because the almost complex
structures and the holomorphic 2-forms on the tubular neighbourhood are different.
We want to calculate the difference of these intersection numbers. We first have
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three lemmas: Recall that the framings are diffeomorphisms τN , τ ′N : D2 × Σ →
νΣN . In the framing τN the gluing diffeomorphism φ is given by a map C : Σ →
S1.
Lemma 7.9. Let χ = τ ′N
−1 ◦ τN . Then
χ(r, θ, z) = (r,−C(z) + θ, z).
Proof. Let Φ denote the gluing diffeomorphism on the tubular neighbourhoods
minus the central surface. We have
τ−1N ◦ Φ ◦ τM(r, θ, z) = (
√
1− r2, C(z)− θ, z)
and
τ ′N
−1 ◦Φ ◦ τM (r, θ, z) = (
√
1− r2,−θ, z).
This implies the claim. 
Let ΩN denote the 2-form on νΣN given in the framing τN by ΩD ∧ΩΣ. Simi-
larly, let Ω′N denote the 2-form on νΣN given in the framing τ ′N by ΩD ∧ ΩΣ. By
definition, this means that
τ∗NΩN = ΩD ∧ ΩΣ
τ ′N
∗
Ω′N = ΩD ∧ ΩΣ.
Both are complex linear with respect to the corresponding almost complex struc-
tures JN and J ′N which are standard on the tubular neighbourhood in the respective
framings. We want to express Ω′N in the framing τN .
Lemma 7.10. We have
τ∗NΩ
′
N = (dr + irdθ − irdC) ∧ ΩΣeiθ−iC .
Proof. By definition,
τ∗NΩ
′
N = τ
∗
N (τ
′
N
−1
)∗ΩD ∧ ΩΣ
= χ∗ΩD ∧ ΩΣ.
Since ΩD = (dr + irdθ)eiθ this implies the claim with the previous lemma. 
We also calculate the almost complex structure J ′N in the framing τN .
Lemma 7.11. We have τ∗NJ ′N = JD on vectors tangential to D and
(τ∗NJ
′
N )∂z1 = ∂z2 + r(∂z1C)∂r + (∂z2C)∂θ
(τ∗NJ
′
N )∂z2 = −∂z1 + r(∂z2C)∂r − (∂z1C)∂θ.
Proof. We have τ∗NJ ′N = χ∗(JD + JΣ). Moreover, χ∗ is the identity on vectors
tangential to D and
χ∗∂z1 = −(∂z1C)∂θ + ∂z1
χ∗∂z2 = −(∂z2C)∂θ + ∂z2 .
This implies the claim. 
We can now prove:
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Proposition 7.12. For a surface LN in N ′ as above we have
K ′NL
N = KNL
N + ∂LN ·
(
2g∑
i=1
aiΓ
N
i
)
.
The intersection on the right is taken in the boundary of the tubular neighbourhood.
Proof. Let νΣN denote the tubular neighbourhood of radius 2 and νΣ′N the tubular
neighbourhood of radius 1. We can assume that the surface LN bounds a curve
∂LN on the boundary of νΣ′N and is parallel to this curve on νΣN \ νΣ′N in the
framing τN . On the boundary of νΣN we consider the form ΩN while on the
boundary of νΣ′N we have the form Ω′N . We have calculated the form Ω′N in the
trivialization τN in Lemma 7.10 and the almost complex structure in Lemma 7.11.
Using a smooth cut-off function ρ in front of the partial derivatives of C in τ∗NJ ′N
and the same cut-off function in front of the dC-term in τ∗NΩ′N we can deform the
almost complex structure through almost complex structures compatible with the
symplectic form and the 2-form through holomorphic 2-forms without introducing
new zeroes such that at the boundary of the tubular neighbourhood at radius 32 the
form is equal to
ΩD ∧ ΩΣe−iC
while the almost complex structure is the standard one. If we want to deform the
2-form to the standard form ΩD ∧ ΩΣ at radius 2 we have to introduce a zero set
Poincare´ dual on Σ× S1 to the cohomology class corresponding to the S1-valued
function eiC . This zero set represents the class
∑2g
i=1 aiΓ
N
i and has with the surface
LN intersection
∂LN ·
(
2g∑
i=1
aiΓ
N
i
)
.
This implies the claim. 
We can now calculate the numbers KXSi. We have fixed a normal form basis
for H2(X), in particular a basis of rim tori and dual vanishing surfaces. The basis
of rim tori is determined by a basis α1, . . . , αd for ker(iM ⊕ iN ). We fix such a
basis and choose the induced basis of rim tori in all fibre sums that we get by the
different choices of gluing diffeomorphism. Since KX evaluates to zero on rim
tori, we can assume by Lemma 6.3 that the surfaces Si are chosen as in Section
6.3. We choose the basis for H1(Σ) as in Remark 6.17. In particular, the basis
element γMi is given by the curve αMi for 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
Lemma 7.13. With the choice of orientation as in Definition 6.9, we have KXSi =
KMS
M
i −K ′NSNi , hence
KXSi = KMS
M
i −KNSNi − ai.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for Lemma 7.7. The minus sign in front of
K ′NS
N
i comes in because we have to change the orientation on SNi if we want to
sew it to SMi to get the surface Si in X. The second claim follows from Proposition
7.12. 
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This term can be evaluated more explicitly, because we have
SMi = D
M
i
SNi = Q
N
i ∪ U¯Ni ∪ D¯Ni ,
where U¯Ni is constructed from a surface V Ni in the closed manifold N representing
ai(BN −B2NΣN ) by deleting the part in the interior of νΣ¯N . There are additional
rim tori terms in the definition of the Si used to separate Si and Sj for i 6= j which
we can ignore here because the canonical class evaluates to zero on them. We think
of the surface QNi as being constructed in the region between radius 2 and 3 times
ΣN . We extend the almost complex structure and the holomorphic 2-form over this
region without change. By Lemma 6.14 we can assume that QNi is disjoint from
the zero set of ΩD ∧ ΩΣ, consisting of 2g − 2 parallel annuli. Hence there are no
zeroes of ΩN on QNi . The surface D¯Ni contributes KNDNi to the number KNSNi
and the surface U¯Ni contributes
KN U¯
N
i = aiKN (BN − (B2N )ΣN )
= ai(KNBN − (2g − 2)B2N ).
Hence we get:
Lemma 7.14. With our choice of the surfaces SMi and SNi , we have
KXSi = KMD
M
i −KNDNi − ai(KNBN + 1− (2g − 2)B2N ).
This formula has the advantage that the first two terms are independent of the
choice of the diffeomorphism φ.
Definition 7.15. We denote by X0 the manifold obtained from the trivial gluing
diffeomorphism that identifies the push-offs in the framings τM and τN , character-
ized by C = 0.
By Lemma 7.14 we have
KX0Si = KMD
M
i −KNDNi .
Collecting our calculations it follows that we can write
(32) KX = KM +KN +
d∑
i=1
riRi + bXBX + σXΣX ,
where
KM = KM − (2g − 2)BM − (KMBM − (2g − 2)B2M )ΣM ∈ P (M)
KN = KN − (2g − 2)BN − (KNBN − (2g − 2)B2N )ΣN ∈ P (N)
ri = KXSi = KX0Si − ai(KNBN + 1− (2g − 2)B2N )
bX = 2g − 2
σX = KMBM +KNBN + 2− (2g − 2)(B2M +B2N ).
In this formula KX depends on the diffeomorphism φ through the term
−ai(KNBN + 1− (2g − 2)B2N )
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which gives the contribution
(KNBN + 1− (2g − 2)B2N )RC = −
d∑
i=1
ai(KNBN + 1− (2g − 2)B2N )Ri
to the canonical class. The formula for KX can be written more symmetrically by
also using the class Σ′X = RC + ΣX , induced from the push-off on the N side.
We then get:
Theorem 7.16. Let X = M#ΣM=ΣNN be a symplectic generalized fibre sum
of closed oriented symplectic 4-manifolds M and N along embedded symplectic
surfaces ΣM ,ΣN of genus g and self-intersection zero which represent indivisible
homology classes and are oriented by the symplectic forms. Suppose that the coho-
mology of M , N and X is torsion free. Choose a normal form basis for H2(X;Z)
as in Theorem 6.1. Then the canonical class of X is given by
KX = KM +KN +
d∑
i=1
tiRi + bXBX + ηXΣX + η
′
XΣ
′
X ,
where
KM = KM − (2g − 2)BM − (KMBM − (2g − 2)B2M )ΣM ∈ P (M)
KN = KN − (2g − 2)BN − (KNBN − (2g − 2)B2N )ΣN ∈ P (N)
ti = KX0Si
bX = 2g − 2
ηX = KMBM + 1− (2g − 2)B2M
η′X = KNBN + 1− (2g − 2)B2N .
In evaluating KX0Si we choose the basis of rim tori in X0 determined by the basis
in X and a corresponding dual basis of vanishing surfaces.
Under the embeddings of H2(M) and H2(N) into H2(X) given by Corollary
6.5, the canonical classes of M and N map to
KM 7→ KM + (2g − 2)BX + (KMBM − (2g − 2)B2M )ΣX
KN 7→ KN + (2g − 2)BX + (KNBN − (2g − 2)B2N )Σ′X .
This implies:
Corollary 7.17. Under the assumptions in Theorem 7.16 and the embeddings of
H2(M) and H2(N) into H2(X) given by Corollary 6.5, the canonical class of the
symplectic generalized fibre sum X =M#ΣM=ΣNN is given by
KX = KM +KN +ΣX +Σ
′
X − (2g − 2)BX +
d∑
i=1
tiRi,
where ti = KX0Si.
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For example, suppose that the genus g is equal to one and there are no rim tori
in X. Then we get the classical formula for the symplectic generalized fibre sum
along embedded tori
KX = KM +KN + 2ΣX ,
which can be found in the literature, e.g. [21].
8. CHECKS AND COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUSLY KNOWN FORMULAE
To check the formula for the canonical class given by Theorem 7.16, we can cal-
culate the square K2X = QX(KX ,KX) and compare it with the classical formula
(33) c1(X)2 = c1(M)2 + c21(N) + 8g − 8,
that can be derived independently using the formulae for the Euler characteristic
and the signature of a generalized fibre sum (see the proof of Corollary 4.4)
e(X) = e(M) + e(N) + 4g − 4
σ(X) = σ(M) + σ(N)
and the formula c21 = 2e+ 3σ. We do this step by step. By equation (32) we have:
QX(KM ,KM ) = QM (KM ,KM )
= QM (KM ,KM )
= K2M − (2g − 2)KMBM − (2g − 2)(KMBM − (2g − 2)B2M )
= K2M − (4g − 4)KMBM + (2g − 2)2B2M .
The second step in this calculation follows since by definition KM is orthogonal to
BM and ΣM . Similarly
QX(KN ,KN ) = K
2
N − (4g − 4)KNBN + (2g − 2)2B2N .
The rim torus term
∑d
i=1 riRi has zero intersection with itself and all other terms
in KX . We have
QX(bXBX , bXBX) = (2g − 2)2(B2M +B2N ),
and
2QX(bXBX , σXΣX) = 2(2g−2)(KMBM+KNBN+2−(2g−2)(B2M +B2N )).
The self-intersection of ΣX is zero. Adding these terms together, we get the ex-
pected result
K2X = K
2
M +K
2
N + 8g − 8.
As another check we compare the formula for KX in Theorem 7.16 with a for-
mula of Ionel and Parker [16, Lemma 2.4] that determines the intersection of KX
with certain homology classes for symplectic generalized fibre sums in arbitrary
dimension and without the assumption of trivial normal bundles of ΣM and ΣN .
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For dimension 4 with surfaces of genus g and self-intersection zero the formula
can be written (in our notation for the cohomology of X):
KXC = KMC for C ∈ P (M)
KXC = KNC for C ∈ P (N)
KXΣX = KMΣM = KNΣN
= 2g − 2 (by the adjunction formula)
KXR = 0 for all elements in R(X)
KXBX = KMBM +KNBN + 2(BMΣM = BNΣN )
= KMBM +KNBN + 2.
There is no statement about the intersection with classes in S′(X) that have a non-
zero component in ker (iM ⊕ iN ). We calculate the corresponding intersections
with the formula for KX in equation (32). For C ∈ P (M) we have
KXC = KMC
= KMC,
where the second line follows because the terms in the formula for KM involving
BM and ΣM have zero intersection with C , being a perpendicular element. A
similar equation holds for N . The intersection with ΣX is given by
KXΣX = (2g − 2)BXΣX
= 2g − 2.
The intersection with rim tori is zero and
KXBX = bXB
2
X + σX
= (2g − 2)(B2M +B2N ) +KMBM +KNBN + 2− (2g − 2)(B2M +B2N )
= KMBM +KNBN + 2,
which also follows by Lemma 7.7. Hence with the formula in Theorem 7.16 we
get the same result as with the formula of Ionel and Parker. The only difference
is that their formula does not determine the rim tori contribution to the canonical
class.
A final check is the following: Consider the formula for the canonical class as
in equation (32). Suppose we change the framing of the surfaces ΣM and ΣN but
keep the same abstract gluing diffeomorphism between the boundaries. Then we
get the same manifold X but the class ΣX and the numbers ri change. However,
the canonical class should stay the same.
Proposition 8.1. The formula for the canonical class depends only on the gluing
diffeomorphism and not on the framings of the surfaces ΣM and ΣN .
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Proof. A change of framing is described by a new choice of basis curves on the
boundary of the tubular neighbourhoods:
γ˜Mi = γ
M
i + biσ
M
γ˜Ni = γ
N
i + ciσ
N .
The meridians σM and σN stay the same. In the old basis the gluing diffeomor-
phism φ is described by
φ∗γMi = γ
N
i + aiσ
N .
In the new basis we get
φ∗γ˜Mi = γ˜
N
i + a˜iσ
N
where a˜i = ai − bi − ci. We also get
γ˜Mi
∗
= γMi
∗
σ˜M
∗
= σM
∗ −
2g∑
i=1
biγ
M
i
∗
.
Hence we have for the Poincare´ duals
Γ˜Mi = Γ
M
i
Σ˜M = ΣM −
2g∑
i=1
biΓ
M
i
and therefore
Σ˜X = ΣX −
d∑
i=1
biRi.
The vanishing classes also have to change because they must be orthogonal to BX
and Σ˜X . We get
S˜i = Si + biBX − (biB2X)ΣX ,
up to an irrelevant rim torus. The manifold X0 also changes to a manifold X˜0: The
trivial gluing diffeomorphism is now described by a˜i = 0, hence in the old basis
ai = bi + ci. The coefficients ri change to
r˜i = KX˜0 S˜i − a˜i(KNBN + 1− (2g − 2)B
2
N ).
We have to show that
d∑
i=1
r˜iRi + σX Σ˜X =
d∑
i=1
riRi + σXΣX .
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We first calculate K
X˜0
S˜i:
K
X˜0
S˜i =
(
d∑
i=1
(KX0Si − (bi + ci)(KNBN + 1− (2g − 2)B2N ))Ri + bXBX + σXΣX
)
S˜i
= KX0Si − (bi + ci)(KNBN + 1− (2g − 2)B2N ) + bibXB2X − (biB2X)bX + σXbi
= KX0Si − (bi + ci)h+ σXbi,
where h = (KNBN + 1− (2g − 2)B2N ). Hence we get
r˜i = KX0Si − (bi + ci)h+ σXbi − (ai − bi − ci)h
= KX0Si − aih+ σXbi.
Therefore
d∑
i=1
r˜iRi + σXΣ˜X =
d∑
i=1
(KX0Si − aih+ σXbi)Ri + σXΣX −
d∑
i=1
σXbiRi
=
d∑
i=1
(KX0Si − aih)Ri + σXΣX
=
d∑
i=1
riRi + σXΣX .

9. GENERALIZED FIBRE SUMS ALONG TORI IN CUSP NEIGHBOURHOODS
We consider a special case of Theorem 7.16, where the generalized fibre sum is
along embedded tori in cusp neighbourhoods. Let M and N be closed symplec-
tic 4-manifolds which contain symplectically embedded tori TM and TN of self-
intersection zero, representing indivisible classes. Suppose that M and N have
torsion free homology and both tori are contained in cusp neighbourhoods. Then
each torus has two vanishing cycles coming from the cusp. We choose identifica-
tions of both TM and TN with T 2 = S1 × S1 such that the vanishing cycles are
given by the simple closed loops γ1 = S1 × 1 and γ2 = 1× S1. The loops bound
embedded vanishing disks in M and N , denoted by (DM1 ,DM2 ) and (DN1 ,DN2 ).
The existence of the vanishing disks shows that the embeddings TM → M and
TN → N induce the zero map on the fundamental group.
We choose for both tori trivializations of the normal bundles and corresponding
push-offs TM and TN . By choosing the trivializations appropriately we can as-
sume that the vanishing disks bound the vanishing cycles on these push-offs and
are contained in M \ int νTM and N \ int νTN . The vanishing disks have self-
intersection −1 if the vanishing cycles on the boundary of the tubular neighbour-
hood are framed by the normal framing on the push-off. We consider the symplec-
tic generalized fibre sumX = X(φ) =M#TM=TNN for a gluing diffeomorphism
φ : ∂(M \ int νTM )→ ∂(N \ int νTN ).
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The vanishing cycles on both tori determine a basis forH1(T 2). If ai = 〈C, γi〉 and
σ denotes the meridians to TM in M and TN in N , then the gluing diffeomorphism
φ : ∂νTM → ∂νTN maps in homology
γ1 7→ γ1 + a1σ
γ2 7→ γ2 + a2σ
σ 7→ −σ
by Lemma 2.9. By Proposition 2.5 the diffeomorphism φ is determined by the
integers a1, a2 up to isotopy. Note thatH1(X(φ)) ∼= H1(M)⊕H1(N) by Theorem
4.6. Hence under our assumptions the homology ofX(φ) is torsion free. The group
of rim tori is R(X) = coker(i∗M + i∗N ) ∼= Z2. Let γ∗1 , γ∗2 denote the dual basis of
H1(T 2) and R1, R2 the associated rim tori in X.
We can calculate the canonical class of X = X(φ) by Theorem 7.16: Let BM
and BN denote surfaces in M and N which intersect TM and TN transversely once
and are disjoint from the vanishing disks. Then the canonical class is given by
KX = KM +KN + (t1R1 + t2R2) + bXBX + ηXTX + η
′
XT
′
X ,
where
KM = KM − (KMBM )TM ∈ P (M)
KN = KN − (KNBN )TN ∈ P (N)
ti = KX0Si
bX = 2g − 2 = 0
ηX = KMBM + 1
η′X = KNBN + 1.
Here TX is the torus in X determined by the push-off TM and T ′X is determined
by the push-off TN .
Lemma 9.1. In the situation above we have KX0Si = 0 for i = 1, 2.
Proof. The pairs (DM1 ,DN1 ) and (DM2 ,DN2 ) sew together in the generalized fibre
sum X0 = X(φ0), where φ0 denotes the trivial gluing diffeomorphism that ident-
fies the push-offs, and determine embedded spheres S1, S2 of self-intersection −2.
We claim that
KX0Si = 0, i = 1, 2.
This is clear by the adjunction formula if the spheres are symplectic or Lagrangian.
In the general case, there exist rim tori R1, R2 in X0 which are dual to the spheres
S1, S2 and which can be assumed Lagrangian by the Gompf construction. Consider
the pair R1 and S1: By the adjunction formula we have KX0R1 = 0. The sphere
S1 and the torus R1 intersect once. By smoothing the intersection point we get a
smooth torus of self-intersection zero in X0 representing R1 + S1. In our case, we
have b+2 (X0) ≥ 3, hence the canonical class KX0 is a Seiberg-Witten basic class.
The adjunction inequality [12, Theorem 2.4.8] implies that KX0(R1 + S1) = 0,
which shows that KX0S1 = 0. In a similar way it follows that KX0S2 = 0. 
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This implies:
Proposition 9.2. Let M and N be closed symplectic 4-manifolds with torsion
free homology. Suppose that TM and TN are embedded symplectic tori of self-
intersection zero which are contained in cusp neighbourhoods in M and N and
represent indivisible classes. Then the canonical class of the symplectic general-
ized fibre sum X = X(φ) =M#TM=TNN is given by
KX = KM +KN + ηXTX + η
′
XT
′
X
= KM +KN + TX + T
′
X ,
where
KM = KM − (KMBM )TM ∈ P (M)
KN = KN − (KNBN )TN ∈ P (N)
ηX = KMBM + 1
η′X = KNBN + 1.
The second line in the formula for KX holds by Corollary 7.17 under the embed-
dings of H2(M) and H2(N) in H2(X).
As a special case, suppose that the tori TM and TN are contained in smoothly
embedded nuclei N(m) ⊂ M and N(n) ⊂ N , which are by definition diffeo-
morphic to neighbourhoods of a cusp fibre and a section in the elliptic surfaces
E(m) and E(n), cf. [11, 12]. The surfaces BM and BN can then be chosen as
the spheres SM , SN inside the nuclei corresponding to the sections. The spheres
have self-intersection −m and −n respectively. If the sphere SM is symplectic or
Lagrangian in M , we get by the adjunction formula
KMSM = m− 2.
If m = 2 this holds by an argument similar to the one in Lemma 9.1 already
without the assumption that SM is symplectic or Lagrangian. With Proposition 9.2
we get:
Corollary 9.3. Let M and N be closed symplectic 4-manifolds with torsion free
homology. Suppose that TM and TN are embedded symplectic tori of self-intersection
zero which are contained in embedded nuclei N(m) ⊂ M and N(n) ⊂ N . Sup-
pose that m = 2 or the sphere SM is symplectic or Lagrangian. Similarly, suppose
that n = 2 or the sphere SN is symplectic or Lagrangian. Then the canonical class
of the symplectic generalized fibre sum X = X(φ) =M#TM=TNN is given by
KX = KM +KN + (m− 1)TX + (n− 1)T ′X ,
where
KM = KM − (m− 2)TM ∈ P (M)
KN = KN − (n− 2)TN ∈ P (N).
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As an example we consider twisted fibre sums of elliptic surfaces E(m) and
E(n) which are glued together by diffeomorphisms that still preserve the S1-
fibration on the boundary of the tubular neighbourhood, but not the T 2-fibration
as in the standard fibre sum (compare with [19]):
Example 9.4. Suppose that M = E(m) and N = E(n) with general fibres TM
and TN . The framing for the tori is given by the framing induced from the elliptic
fibration. Since KE(m) = (m−2)TM and the spheres in the nuclei are symplectic,
the canonical class of X = X(φ) = E(m)#TM=TNE(n) is given by
KX = (m− 1)TX + (n − 1)T ′X .
Using the identity T ′X = TX +RC this formula can be written as
KX = (m+ n− 2)TX + (n − 1)RC .
Note that RC = −(a1R1+ a2R2). If both coefficients a1 and a2 vanish and hence
the gluing diffeomorphism is isotopic to the trivial diffeomorphism, we get the
standard formula
KX = (m+ n− 2)TX
for the fibre sum E(m + n) = E(m)#TM=TNE(n). In general, if n = 1 it
follows that there is no rim tori contribution to the canonical class, independent of
the gluing diffeomorphism φ. This can be explained as follows: Every orientation
preserving self-diffeomorphism of ∂(E(1) \ int νT ) extends over E(1) \ int νT ,
where T denotes a general fibre [12, Theorem 8.3.11]. Hence all generalized fibre
sums X(φ) are diffeomorphic to the elliptic surface E(m + 1) in this case. The
same argument holds if n 6= 1 but m = 1. Using the Seiberg-Witten invariants of
elliptic surfaces we see that the canonical class is always the standard one.
If both m and n are different from 1, there may exist a non-trivial rim tori con-
tribution. For example, if we consider the generalized fibre sum X = X(φ) =
E(2)#TM=TNE(2) of two K3 surfaces E(2), then
KX = 2TX − (a1R1 + a2R2)
= TX + T
′
X
If the greatest common divisor of a1 and a2 is odd, then KX is indivisible (because
there exist certain vanishing classes in X dual to the rim tori R1 and R2). In this
case the manifold X is no longer spin, hence cannot be homeomorphic to the spin
manifold E(4).
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